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ABSTRACT
This is a study of reform legislation considered by 
the Virginia General Assembly from 1916 through 1920. The 
list of bills enacted by the legislature during this period 
shows that interest in reform did not disappear in the old 
Dominion after American entry into World War I* This paper 
traces the history of each specific reform within the social* 
political* and economic context of Virginia* identifies 
those who endorsed these measures* and offers possible 
explanations as to why the progressive impulse was so strong 
in the post*1916 Commonwealth•
Virginia progresslvism after 1916 was stimulated 
partially by American involvement in World War I* A 
simultaneous absence of leadership in the Democratic party 
enabled the self-styled LaFollette progressive* Westmoreland 
Davis* to briefly capture the governorship in 1917 and usher 
in a half decade of striking reform legislation. Whereas 
Westmoreland Davis was not able to construct a progressive 
Democratic party* there was sufficient sentiment within the 
legislature to forge a loose coalition in support of reform# 
The common traits shared by progressive-minded Assemblymen 
were a firm commitment to the gospel of economy and efficiency 
and an optimistic faith in the ability to legislate social 
and economic progress*
Although Virginia*s traditional preoccupation with 
individualism and laissez-faire economics limited the extent 
of humanitarian andsocial reform, out of four years of 
legislative action came a broad program of progressive 
measures* A remodeled state government commensurate with 
modern corporate techniques* expanded programs and increased 
expenditures for Virginia schools and prisons* anti-trust 
legislation* workmen*s compensation and strengthened child 
labor laws* and a statewide public welfare service are 
certainly to the credit of Virginia legislators in the World 
War I era and made government and state services more 
responsive to Commonwealth citizens.
iv
REFORM AND THE VIRGINIA GENERAL ASSEMBLY
1916-1920
CHAPTER I
PROGHES3IVISM IN THE SOUTH AND IN VIRGINIA
Time* place# and circumstance always have conditioned 
the nature of reform. Whereas ”reform" has played a 
significant role in American history and whereas most 
American * reforms* have been considered to be within the 
liberal tradition# what has been a liberal reform for one 
generation has often been a symbol of conservatism or 
reaction to the next* Thus it is necessary to define 
"reform* as it existed within the framework of pro­
gressive politics in the first two decades of twentieth- 
century America before examining any particular reform 
movement which may have appeared in the south and in 
Virginia during those years*
Historians of the Progressive school at the turn of 
the century have portrayed the Federalists of early United 
States history as the conservatives of the day and the 
Jeffersonians as the liberals* In spite of much of their 
elitist thought# the Federalists have been seen by his­
torians of the 1960*8 and 1970Vs as the Intellectual 
ancestors of a considerable portion of the reform pro­
grams put forward by progressive era theorists and 
politicians*
2
3To employ a rough generalization, Federalists 
tended to follow a Calvinist interpretation of human 
nature* seeing man as innately depraved and the masses 
as characteristically irresponsible and unfit to pro* 
tect their own best interests* An administration of 
competent and professional leaders ensured a healthy 
nation-state. The progressive’s concept of noblesse 
oblige is very much in the tradition of Federalist 
elitism* A strong centralized national government 
managed by men of ability assured administrative 
efficiency and a minimum of interference from those 
unfit to govern* By freely interpreting the implied 
powers of the Constitution and by refusing to restrict 
national powers to those "necessary and proper* * 
Federalists guaranteed the supremacy of national 
administration and certainly did carry out noteworthy 
experimentation and Innovation on the executive level* 
By de-emphasizing participatory democracy and. encour­
aging elitism*, efficient administration* and a prag­
matic approach Federalists constructed a solid foun­
dation for national strength and growth* Two cen­
turies later* progressives associated with what has 
been called the New Nationalist school employed the 
elitist Federalist approach and looked to implied 
powers to implement and Justify reforms in attempting 
to Institute efficiency and social Justice legislation 
through vigorous government action*
4But twentieth*century progressivism also attracted 
those with quite different political ideologies. In 
direct contrast to Federalist doctrine, equality of 
opportunity became a significant idea of Jeffersonian 
liberals and their twentieth-century progressive 
descendants of the New Freedom school* To this variety 
of reformer, a free, competitive economic and financial 
system were desirable goals* But those who subscribed 
to New Freedom ideology, like their ancestors the 
Jeffersonian idealists, decried extended government 
power whatever its motives* The larger the state, 
the greater the opportunity for special priviledge for 
the select few* The state could regulate special 
interests and control priviledge by protecting indi­
vidual natural and civil rights as prescribed by the 
federal Constitution and its first ten amendments. 
Thoroughly in the Jeffersonian tradition, the disciples 
of New Freedom philosophy displayed virtually reaction­
ary tendencies in their allegiance to the established 
order of rural, small-town, nineteenth-century America.
Though New Nationalism and New Freedom have been 
two of the traditional titles under which twentieth- 
century reform thought has been categorized, these 
generalizations by themselves do not wholly explain 
the great diversity of progressive thought* Adherents 
of both New Nationalism and New Freedom appeared in 
both major political parties and in the Progressive
5Party of 1912. Lack of ideological unity was to some 
extent the result of cultural and socio-economic diver­
sity among adherents. Though middle-class professionals 
and businessmen led the movement, they often received
strong support from certain groups of farmers and or-
1
ganized workers on some specific issues. After weeding 
through the profuse literature on progress ivism, one is 
impressed with the near impossibility of applying gen­
eralizations which successfully describe the movement
as a whole* For this reason, recent historical scholar-
2
ship questions the very existence of such a "movement•" 
However, to deny the reality of progressivism is wrong, 
for any empirical test discloses an abundance of reform 
legislation and a very real spirit for progress among 
diverse individuals in the first two decades of the 
twentieth century. In displaying the political elasti­
city so typical of American liberalism, much about 
progressivism does seem paradoxical. Various reformers 
advocated different policies at different times in order 
to attain specific goals, but all were progressives in 
that they shared several fundamental beliefsi all were
1
Otis L. Graham, Jr., The Great Campaigns> Reform and 
War in America, 1900-1^?8 ^Englewood Cliffs, N.J.^.97T), 
139.
2Peter G. Filene, "An obituary for *The Progressive 
Movement,•" American Quarterly, XXII(Spring, 1970), 
20-34,
6confident that modem American life could be improved 
either by rhetoric, rational study or extended power 
of the state and all were actively committed to solving 
current socio-economic and political problems.
Insofar as certain individuals shared these basic 
assumptions, progressivism was not alien to the South, 
nor was the spirit of reform that pervaded the opening 
decades of twentieth-century America a stranger to 
Virginia. For years historians interpreted southern 
politics and Virginia's political structure as vege­
tating in the hands of an omnipotent and passive 
Democratic party insensitive to the underlying condi­
tions creating the serious human problems accompanying 
rapid industrial and technological change. Indicative 
of this thesis is V. 0. Key's Southern Politics in State 
and Nation (1949) which dismisses Virginia as a solid,
stagnantly conservative state governed by a monolithic
3
Democratic party. The greater number of inquiries 
into Virginia's early twentieth-century history com­
pleted in the last two decades focus on reassessing 
this Interpretation. Indeed, the very validity of 
Key's original hypothesis is suspect in view of these 
later historical investigations,
—  : .
V, 0* Key, Jr., Southern Politics in State and Nation
(New York, 1949), 19-35.
7C# Vann Woodward led the initial book*length 
assault on the myth of a decadent, backwoods, and 
politically barren South by outlining the "New South" 
creed of economic development and the roots of its 
accompanying progressive movement in Origins of the 
New South, 1877*1913 (1951), Capitalizing on earlier 
monographic articles published by Arthur S. Link,
Woodward discovered a progressive wing of the Demo­
cratic party in every southern state from Virginia 
to Texas* In each of these states there existed 
progressive pioneers seasoned by years of attacking 
established political bosses and machines. The Wilson 
movement eventually recruited these constituents and 
with Wilson*s victory in the 1912 election, the South
regained at least a portion of its antebellum place
4
and power in national politics. Further historical 
investigations, including George B. Tindall*s Emergence 
of the New South (1967) and Dewey Grantham*s The Demo­
cratic South (1963), uphold and sustain Woodward’s 
original thesis that a genuine progressive movement 
existed in the South# In addition to the previously 
mentioned general studies, a number of monographs 
describing the progressive impulse in every state south
4C. Vann Woodward, origins of the New South, 1877*1913 
( «Baton Rouge, La. ,1951) , 456*481 •
8of the Mason and Dixon Line have been produced. Virginia 
is no exception. Credit for delving into this field of 
historical research in Virginia goes to the history de­
partment and the graduate students of Edward Younger at 
the University of Virginia in Charlottesville* It is 
these scholars who have taken advantage of general studies 
of the progressive movement on the national scene, avail* 
able manuscript materials, and contemporary newspaper 
accounts of Virginia political activities in the first 
decades of the twentieth century in attempting to outline 
the reform spirit in the Old Dominion for those years.
Much of the information now existing is in the form of 
monographs covering special areas of Virginia reform or 
biographies of individual reformers, while other works 
cover broader phases of Virginia progressivism. Collect* 
ively they present an explanation of reform in the Old 
Dominion as full of inconsistencies and paradoxes as the 
interpretations of the reform impulse of the nation and 
of the more familiar progressive states* The baffling 
nature of Virginia progressivism centers around the 
answers historical scholars have given for the questionst 
who were the progressives, how long did the reform impulse 
last, and what was the nature of progressivism in the 
state?
Research concerning Virginia political reform to 
date has not identified clearly who was and who was not 
a progressive and exactly what special characteristics
9distinguished progressives fro© other Virginia pollti* 
clans, one individual who has been labeled a progress 
sive is Andrew J. Montague, who from 1899 to 1912, led 
an insurgent attack upon the political omnipotence of 
Senator Thomas S. Martin*s Democratic organization.
Montague joined forces with other independents in call­
ing for a reform program which included a senatorial 
primary, antitrust and child labor legislation, and 
improved public schools, roads and state welfare services. 
However, his biographer william E. Larsen acknowledges that 
Montague was unable to assume a strong role in Virginia 
politics largely because independents could not agree 
on specific reform proposals and therefore were unable 
to form a united opposition to Martin*s organization in 
the Virginia General Assembly* Larsen also readily admits 
that it was Montague*s gubernatorial successor, Claude 
A. Swanson, a man closely allied with organization forces,
who provided the political power and leadership necessary
5
to enact a number of the insurgent*s reform proposals.
 5-------- :--------------------------------------------
William E. Larsen, Montague of Virginia, The Making 
of a Southern Progressive (Baton Rouge, La,, 1965), 
I75~l2IFI see also, Wythe W, Holt, Jr., “The Virginia 
Constitutional Convention, 1901-19021 a Reform 
Movement Which Lacked Substance, *’ Virginia Magazine 
of History and Biography. LXXVI (January, 1S>68),
10
Reformer aspirations for creating a strong organi­
zation of their own revived when Woodrow Wilson won the 
Democratic presidential nomination in 1912* Hoping for 
a national base of operations and a state organization 
created through federal patronage* anti-*organization 
Democrats worked relentlessly for a Wilsonian victory*
The futility of their expectations soon became apparent*
After his election Wilson found it necessary and ex* 
pedient to work with southern conservatives and organi­
zation men for party unity* It was these men who held 
the political power in their respective states* But 
ironically, as Dewey Grantham has indicated* all southern 
politicians* whether organization or otherwise, ”suddenly
found themselves under strong pressure to endorse the
6
President and his reforms*” The failure of anti-organi­
zation men in Virginia to obtain federal patronage forced 
many to join forces with the established organization.
Such was the case of Carter Glass, a reformer from the 
Montague days, who in 1917 agreed not to oppose Claude
Swanson for re-election to the Senate in return for his
7
appointment as Democratic national committeeman.
g
Dewey W* Grantham, The Democratic South (Athens, Ga., 
1963), 60.
7
Burton Ira Kaufman, “Virginia Politics and the Wilson 
Movement, 1910-1914,“ Virginia Magazine of History and 
Biography, LXXVII(January, 1969), 21» Henry C. Ferrell, 
Jr., “The Role of Virginia Democratic Party Faction­
alism in the Rise of Harry Flood Byrd, 1917-1923," 
Essays in Southern Biography, East Carolina College 
Publications in History, 11(1965j, 146-147.
II
Until recently it was assumed that soon after Wilson* s
victory the specific goals of Virginia’s early anti*
organization reformers disintegrated and that future reform
proposals were either championed or ignored according to the
whims of the dominant Democratic machine and the demands of
public opinion. Bit recent research suggests that Virginia
politicians following 1920 renewed their Interest in
S
administrative reforms and public services#
In Old Virginia Restored t An Interpretation of the 
Progressive Impulse, 1870*1930 (1968), Raymond H. pulley 
explains how Virginians participated In “new form" 
progressivism which emphasized government efficiency and 
public services over the more publicized areas of earlier 
reform action. The gospel of "business progressivism" 
espoused by southern politicians in the 1920#s had its origins 
in the national progressive movement* the “New South" creed 
of economic development* and the monolithic party system of
9
Virginia which possessed an inherent tendency toward elitism.
1  ----------------
Raymond H* Pulley, Old Virginia Restored t An Inter* 
pretatlon of the Progress lye Imwlse, lS70*l¥36 
(Charlottesville, va»,1968), pulley’s thesis relies 
heavily upon Arthur S* Link# "What Happened to the 
Progressive Movement In the 1920*s?,” American 
Historical Review, LXIV (July# 1959), &33~85i# and on 
George B. Tindall# "Business Progressivismt Southern 
Politics in the Twenties#" South Atlantic Quarterly, 
LXII (Winter* 1963)* 92*106,
9
Pulley* Old Virginia Restored, 173*174#
12
Pulley says hints of “business progresslvism" first 
became evident during the gubernatorial administration of 
the anti-organization Democrat Westmoreland Davis, but 
reached its apex during the late 1920*s under the organization’s 
new savior, Harry Flood Byrd. Though it presents an inter­
esting case for the rise of “new form** progressivism in the 
Old Dominion, this interpretation is somewhat less than 
convincing. The author relies almost solely on secondary 
research and appears overly anxious to apply progressive 
studies in other states to the Virginia scene. Moreover,
Pulley fails to identify the various elements in Virginia 
politics which supported or opposed specific reform measures
and thus fails to clarify what, if any, special characteristics
10
distinguished progressives from other politicians.
While reform efforts of Virginia’s anti-organization
men from the turn of the century to 1912 and reform endeavors
of the post-1920 era under Harry Flood Byrd have received
attention in recent historiography, to date no one has
considered the possibility of a progressive renaissance in
the transition years 1916 to 1920. Neither has any attempt
been made to place the political events of these years into
the context of social and economic change in post-World War 
11
Virginia.
iQpulley, Old Virginia Restored, 173-174,
^Jack Temple Kirby* s Westmoreland Davis, Virginia Planter-* 
Politician, 1859-1942 (1968) isa good survey of Davis* 
political career and does furnish some information 
concerning legislation supported by the governor during 
his term of office.
13
The vocal discussions surrounding reform legislation 
in the years between 1916 and 1920 are a clear indication 
that the period deserves greater scholarly attention# Debates 
within the legislature during this period were further enlivened 
with the 1917 election of Westmoreland Davis* a self-proclaimed 
progressive and Virginia*s first anti-organization governor 
since Andrew J# Montague#
The present study is designed to offer a comprehensive 
explanation of reform efforts in the General Assembly of 1916 
through 1920 and thus to fill a gap in the political history 
of Virginia progressivism# Hopefully it will shed light on 
the existence of any progressive movement in the state at 
that time and provide information concerning the background 
of reforms and the men who either favored or sought to destroy 
them. To this end, several specific bills presented to and 
considered by the Virginia General Assembly have been chosen 
for analysis# These bills have been selected because of their 
similarity to legislation identified as progressive in other 
state and national histories or because they represent attempts 
to correct or ameliorate specific archaic conditions in the 
Old Dominion. All bills selected for study originated in 
the Assemblies from 1916 through 1920, though three issues 
which had not been settled by the latter date were followed 
through the 1922 session#
By 1922 Westmoreland Davis’s attempts to build a political 
organization of his own had been blocked by traditional organ­
ization Democrats led by Harry Flood Byrd, boss of Virginia’s
14
newly consolidated political machine. Party faction­
alism that had brought Davis to the governor*s mansion 
and that had resulted in the enactment of a considerable 
amount of reform legislation substantially subsided by 
1922, Carter Glass, the onetime outspoken critic of 
the organization, remarked in his diary in October of
1921 that "factionalism in the Democratic party apparently
12
has disappeared,*' When the machine-backed E. Lee
Trinkle succeeded Davis early in 1922, the organization
had regained its power and "full opportunity to punish
13
and reward had been restored."
Existing works on Virginia reform have failed to 
identify the progressives and describe exactly what 
special characteristics distinguished them from other 
Virginia legislators. Therefore, a progressive profile 
is drawn for Virginia from analytical voting charts 
constructed to identify those who supported or opposed 
reform legislation. Biographical data has been compiled 
on members of Virginia*s House of Delegates from 1916 
through 1920 for the purpose of testing any political, 
social, or geographical explanation for those differences.
The polarity evident in the literature of progressivism 
between those who see the impulse as a liberal political
o
Rockbridge County News. July 17, 1922, in Allen W. 
Moger, Virginia, Bourbonlsm to Byrd, 1870-1925 
(Charlottesville, Va., 1968), 326.
13
Moger, Bourbonlsm to Byrd. 331.
15
movement against privilege and those who view it as a 
conservative movement designed to restore "traditionalism" 
to politics* finds no solution in the Virginia scene of 
1916 to 1920. There was simply no unifying reform 
philosophy shared by Virginia legislators in the period 
which places it squarely in the liberal or the conserva­
tive camp. But beneath the rhetoric and the ambiguities 
there do emerge a variety of tendencies which would 
warrant the application of the term progressive to a 
major political strain of the period*
Virginia*s urban areas were thriving in the World 
war 1 era and growing through the addition of many 
thousand inhabitants drawn there by the wartime economy. 
There was a fervent desire among some Virginia legislators 
to extend the period of prosperity into the post-war 
period. But these legislators also could see the 
governments of these cities stagnating in the hands of 
chronic office holders. Agricultural areas were far 
behind the urban areas from the cultural and economic 
point of view. Forward-looking legislators came to 
believe that by physically connecting these isolated 
areas with prosperous marketplaces* they might check 
rural poverty and create a broader base of affluence 
within the state. In some ways* it could be said that 
the realities of twentieth-century life forced legislators 
to consider reform measures. To them reform meant 
thorough reorganization of government and its services
16
at both the city and state levels. Governments should be 
strong, centralized, committed to efficiency and, whenever 
possible, conducted by properly trained men. In other 
words, governmental operations must be scrutinized from 
the same scientific and technological viewpoints employed 
in private industry. Among such reformers, the gospel of 
efficiency was strong.
Going beyond the cult of efficiency, there was an 
obvious interest in a variety of humanitarian reforms 
seeking to aid those who had, in one way or another, been 
victimized by a modernizing, industrializing society.
In each of the four General Assemblies from 1916 through 
1920 legislation was introduced in support of a variety 
of reforms designed to ameliorate the deplorable socio­
economic conditions of certain groups within the 
Commonwealths population-*working children, victims of 
industrial accidents, and those confined in Virginia*s 
archaic penal institutions. Desires for a better educated 
and therefore more efficient working force, an element of 
fear at the thought of proletariat revolutions and strikes, 
a measure of humaneness and altruism*-all variety of 
motives contributed to some notable successes in an area 
generally overlooked by historians.
In the drive to obliterate drinking, gambling, and 
prostitution we can see another side of the progressive 
impulse. Moral reform was different from other aspects 
of the movement in that it was primarily negative* In
retrospect# it appears moral reform displayed m reaction­
ary spirit in wishing to implant the small*t o m  nineteenth- 
century virtues of honesty* self-discipline# and abstinence 
on modernising twentieth-century American society* But 
moral reform must be viewed as a valid element of the 
continuing progressive impulse in Virginia for it* too# was 
middle-class based and its adherents unflinchingly believed 
that social betterment could be achieved through legislation* 
A sober# hardworking* morally disciplined nineteenth- 
century vintage Virginian could contribute more socially 
and economically to his state than could a dissipated 
twentieth-century Virginian wallowing In vice# drink# human 
inefficiency# and waste*
Of whatever breed# progressives in the state legislature 
in the years 191€ through 1920 realized that the old order in 
Virginia was rapidly passing before their eyes* Their 
optimistic reaction to the criticism that the world is "now 
drifting In the dark" is nowhere, more apparent than in the 
report of the Conference on Government Efficiency Issued 
in 1921*
By whatever terms we may designate them--as 
unselfishness* public service# Idealism* 
Christianity, on the one hand and as selfish­
ness, modern economic tendencies, big business, 
economic self-interest— they are still the 
conflicting fundamentals--and whatever we may 
hope for in the way of efficient governmental 
administration* permanent material success# 
or attainment of democratic aspirations will 
depend upon our attitude towards these
18
underlying forces In our business and 
public life* Progress#*.will be made 
through the interplay of the two forces 
*••. The significance of present-day 
unrest and turmoil--whether industrial 
warfare or social agitation--arises from 
the fact that the close of the great war 
marks the beginning of a new conception 
of democracy which is economic in its 
s i gni f i cance•1^
In their search for efficient social and economic progress,
industrial and commercial development and considerations of
broad public questions absorbed the thoughts and actions
of Virginia's reform-minded legislators from 1916 through
1920.
Report of the Conference on Governmental Efficiency# 
November 21-22# 1921, University of Virginia Record, 
Extension Series, Richmond, Virginia, 39-46, copy 
located in campaign scrapbook, Westmoreland Davis 
papers * University of Virginia.
CHAPTER II
AN EFFICIENT VIRGINIA ECONOMICALLY ADMINISTERED
In the course of four years, Virginia legislators 
successfully established a program of positive and 
businesslike government never before equaled in the 
state's long history. Newfound wealth and prosperity 
between 1916 and 1920 stepped-up demands to revamp 
Virginia's governmental administration, develop a 
statewide highway and port system, provide tools for 
regulating inequitable economic practices, and increase 
educational appropriations and services, cautiously, 
legislators complied with these requests by furnishing 
the Instruments needed to construct a more modern 
Virginia.
A. ADMINISTRATIVE AND POLITICAL REFORMS 
Of the several political and administrative reform 
measures to develop in the Old Dominion between 1916 and 
1920, the most significant and by far the most productive 
were those associated with the quest for economy and 
efficiency. To reform the “crazy quilt” of the state’s 
political structure was not an idea new to Virginia 
lawmakers. The issue of increased efficiency in 
government made its introduction to twentieth-century
19
Virginia in 1902 when Governor Andrew J. Montague rode
Into office on a party platform promising better roads
1
and schools and streamlined state administrations*
Intraparty factionalism in the Montague years thwarted
legislative action to reform the state* s political masse.
Successive sessions of the General Assembly provided for
legislative study commissions which deliberated both
2
simplification and modernization. It was the General 
Assembly of 1916, however, which prepared the way for the 
most far-reaching reform of Virginia*s hodgepodge 
bureaucracy.
The General Assembly initiated its drive for economy
and efficiency in 1916 by enacting the Browning-Drewery
bill establishing a legislative commission to review state
and local administration and to determine ways and means
by which the Commonwealth* s government might be made more
effective and less expensive* The Economy and Efficiency
Commission was to report its survey with recommendations
3
to the next regular legislative session. Senator Patrick 
H. Brewery of Petersburg, who first proposed the bill to 
the General Assembly, headed the commission. In addition, 
ten of Virginia’s most prominent entrepreneurs served in 
an advisory capacity to the five man legislative committee.
 1  '
William E. Larsen, Montague of Virginia, The Making of 
a Southern Progressive (Baton Rouge, La., 196$*), Sl-5?.
2
Jack Temple Kirby, Westmoreland Davis, Virginia Planter 
Politician, 1859-1942 ^Charlottesville, Va* * 1968), 103 
3 !
Richmond Times-Dispatch (Virginia), March 17, 1916.
21
Publically known as the Citizen's Cooperative Committee, 
among the members were John Stewart Bryan, a Richmond 
publisher who later became an avid supporter of Westmore­
land Davis, A* R* Schwazkopf of Norfolk, George R* B.
Michie of Charlottesville, James p. Woods of Roanoke,
Frank W* Duke and Thomas S. Winston, both Richmond 
4
executives•
After two years of painstaking research into every
phase of Virginia's administrative activities, the
commission submitted to the 1918 General Assembly their
expose^of an **institution without definite form or
systematic direction*** Their work disclosed the
diffusion of administrative authority and responsibility
making it impossible to hold an appointive official
5
accountable for infractions* For example, in 1917, of
ninety administrative agencies, only fifty relied on
gubernatorial appointment and almost half of the latter
needed Senate confirmation* The selection of chairmen
by individual agencies further complicated the system, as
did the limited authority of the Governor, who was simply
to watch for any transgressions and communicate these to
6
the proper authority*
4
Richmond Times-Dispatch (Va*), July 8, 1916t March 22, 
1917* The four remaining members of the commission 
were* Richard S. Byrd, Leroy Hodges, Delegate George 
L. Browning, and Delegate J. Calvin Moss*
5
Richmond Times-Pispatch (Va*), January 17, 1918.
6
Kirby, Westmoreland Davis, 78*
22
The remedy proposed by the commission called for vesting
all powers of appointment and removal in the Governort
"thus placing the people’s business...above the manipulative
7
influences of petty politics." Complying with the
recommendations of the Economy and Efficiency Commission,
the 1918 General Assembly provided for a three man
industrial commission appointed by the Governor to administer
8
a newly created workmen’s compensation law* in a similar
move, the General Assembly, reconvened in extra session in
1919, transferred the Highway Commission from their own
control and added the administration of this department to
9
the duties of the Governor.
The General Assembly of 1918 further adhered to the 
recommendations of the commission in almost unanimously 
passing an executive budget bill. The nonpartisan 
endorsement received by the bill amounted to a resounding 
condemnation of past methods of determining the state’s 
fiscal needs, previously, in each legislative session, 
the House Appropriations and Senate Finance Committees 
drafted a budget for the coming two years. The result 
was often prejudicial to various departments and localities 
and encouraged an extravagance out of proportion to state
 7------ - ---------------------------------------
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10
financial assets. The modern executive budget, first 
inaugurated in 1920, advanced the concept of the Governor 
as the Commonwealth's business manager. Accordingly, all 
heads of departments, institutions and agencies within 
the old Dominion prior to November of every odd numbered 
year were to submit a full and complete statement of the 
fiscal needs and requirements of their respective depart­
ments for two year periods* The Governor was to receive 
these requests by December 1, along with additional 
reports on the assets, liabilities, previous appropriations, 
and surplus of deficits. From financial data he received, 
the Governor would compose a comprehensive budget for 
submission to the General Assembly, Contrary to previous 
sessions, the House Appropriations and Senate Finance 
Committees were required by law to meet together in open 
session when deliberating the budget and both Governor 
and the Governor-elect were entitled to sit and speak 
with the committees. Also unique in the Virginia budget 
law was a clause restricting the General Assembly to
consideration of listed items within the budget except
11
in the event of an emergency situation.
Modeled after then current corporate techniques, the 
executive budget not only reduced the need for institutions 
to employ expensive lobbies in order to secure adequate
13 '
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appropriations, lessened inequities between large and
small school districts, and prevented logrolling and
the tacking on of unrelated items* but also provided for
genuine expertise in the supervision of state funds. The
Old Dominion*s executive budget contained the best
ingredients of previously established state budgets and
rapidly gained fame throughout the nation as the "Virginia
Plan." By 1922, eight states had modeled their budgets
after Virginia*s, including North Carolina, South Carolina,
12
California, Arizona, and Idaho.
The report of the. Economy and Efficiency Commission
also contained recommendations for a centralized
13
purchasing agency. Endorsed by many Virginia businessmen 
and first introduced to the 1918 General Assembly by 
Delegate Wilbur C. Hall of Loudoun* the bill to establish 
such a commission was copied after the best features of 
similar laws in Wisconsin and Ohio. The bill was designed 
to execute the concept of collective buying by the 
employment of a purchasing agent through whom all purchases 
for state institutions and agencies would be made. By 
buying standard furniture and materials for all state 
offices in bulk at low prices the Commonwealth could save 
thousands of dollars and thus contribute to the more
 n  :-----------------------------------------------------------
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14
efficient operation of the new budget system.
To th e  e d i to r s  o f  th e  Richmond Times »D ,iapat oh i t  came
as Ma matter of deep regret" that 1918 lawmakers allowed
the state purchasing agent bill to die in the last days of
th e  Assem bly, Two y e a rs  l a t e r ,  how ever, s e n a to r  G. V?alter
Mapp o f  Aeeomae co u n ty  re v iv e d  th e  b i l l  and re - in tr o d u c e d
it to 1920 legislators who promptly passed it without debate.
A c tin g  upon a  recom m endation o f  G overnor D av is  t h a t  a c t io n
was needed in light of the imminent postwar economic crisis,
th e  Assembly made p r o v is io n  f o r  th e  la w  to  ta k e  e f f e c t  a t  
15
once. only the state purchasing agent was to receive
compensation for services rendered! other members of the
purchasing commission, which included the governor, the state
a u d i t o r ,  and th e  t r e a s u r e r ,  commensurate w ith  th e  id e a l  o f
16
economy, served ex officio. By creating a centralized 
purchasing system, the General Assembly of 1920 placed 
Virginia's administration upon a firmer business foundation# 
The Economy and Efficiency Commission uncovered some 
startling shortages in city and county funds in its meticulous
1 4   .^.............    .^..'
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su rve y  o f  V i r g in ia *  s s ta te  and lo c a l  governm ent. These
deficits prompted the commission to recommend a systematic
a c c o u n tin g  o f  s t a t e  monies by th e  A u d ito r  o f  P u b lic  A ccounts .
"All State departments, Institutions and agencies should be
placed on the same accounting basis, and a uniform system
of accounts established to conform with the accounting
classification of the proposed budget law* City and county
treasurers* accounts should be made to conform to this
requirement, should be standardized, and should be subjected
17
to  fre q u e n t in s p e c t io n  by th e  S ta te  A ccou ntant * s O f f ic e .* *
In accordance with the Economy Commission* s recommendations
and G overnor W estm oreland D a v is *s  endorsem ent, D e le g a te
Wilbur C« Hall and Senator Buchanan simultaneously introduced
similar bills in the two chambers in 1918. In order to bring
the financial independence and gross inefficiencies of various
segments of the state to an end, the bills proposed an auditing
inspection by the Richmond bureaucracy on at least a biennial 
18
basis. Probably as a result of strong lobbying by the 
powerful county treasurers, passage of the bill was temporarily 
postponed in the 1918 session. By a vote of 66-28, the bill 
was passed over in early February, A similar measure calling 
for the audit of state funds by county collection officials
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was likewise killed by the lobby in March, The failure 
of the auditing bill, deplored a Richmond Times-Dispatch 
editorial, perpetuated a haphazard and illogical system 
which obstructed the total efficiency of the new 
executive budget, and moreover, cast suspicion on the 
county treasurers who lobbied so ardently against the 
abolition of separate auditing. By 1920, however, con­
troversy over the issue had subsided and the legislature 
readily endorsed a bill to provide for the inspection by 
the office of the State Accountant the accounts of city 
and county officials handling state funds, thereby ending
a system characterized by waste, inefficiency, and
19
unnecessary diffusion of authority.
In order to produce greater public sdrvice among
state agencies and institutions, the Economy and Efficiency
Commission suggested a standardized work day with uniform
office hours { 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.) so that the state
government would be "in line with best practice in private
business and in the other more progressive States....'*
A m easure con fo rm ing  to  th e  Com m ission's sug g estio n s  was
20
proposed in 1918 by Westmoreland Davis. But disgruntled 
senators, annoyed with having been called into extended 
session by the economy-minded Governor, filibustered the
T9
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bill off the legislative calendar* Legislators were
perhaps influenced by the vigorous opposition of State
Corporation Commission Judge William F* Rhea* key
organization leader in southwestern Virginia, who felt
long open hours would disturb routine record keeping*
The V i r g i n i a  C o rp o ra tio n  Commission, as w e l l  as  s e v e ra l
other departments* adopted uniform office hours (9 a*nu to
21
S p.m*) even though the legislature did not*
Refora elements within Virginia's larger cities 
also raised the cry for economy and e f f ic ie n c y *  Bills 
advocating com m ission type governments for Norfolk and 
Richmond were s u b m itte d  to the General Assembly in 1916.
The state legislature legalised Norfolk* s adoption of 
the commission manager form of municipal government in 
February* 1918, A New York Bureau of Municipal Research 
survey of Richmond*s city government in 1917, showed the 
clty#s political structure to be both cumbersome and 
complicated* The bill passed by state legislators in 
1918 provided for a more centralized system with an 
advisory board of five men elected by the voters who 
would work in conjunction with the mayor and replace the 
salaried administrative board. The Richmond Times»Bispatch
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p ra is e d  th e  new Richmond c h a r te r  as th e  f i r s t  "s te p
in  th e  d i r e c t io n  o f  com mission management1* f o r  t h a t  
22
c i t y .
L e g is la to r s  d ir e c te d  t h e i r  a t t e n t io n  to  u rb an  
problem s o f  a n o th e r  s o r t  in  b o th  1918 and 1920, In  
accordance w ith  th e  C o n s t itu t io n  o f  1902, th e  1912 
G e n era l Assembly was in s t r u c te d  to  c o n s id e r  r e d i s t r i c t i n g  
th e  s t a t e .  However, in  t h a t  y e a r  and s u c c e s s iv e  years  
th e  is s u e  was c a lm ly  ig n o re d . By 1918 in e q u ita b le  
r e p re s e n ta t io n  had become a c u te  and c i t i e s ,  p a r t i c u la r l y  
N o r fo lk ,  Richmond, Roanoke, Newport News and P ortsm outh , 
w ere s e r io u s ly  d is c r im in a te d  a g a in s t by b e in g  d en ied  f u l l  
r e p re s e n ta t io n  in  th e  G en era l Assem bly, By f a i r  
a p p o rtio n m en t s tan d a rd s  th e r e  should have been 20,500 
p e o p le  re p re s e n te d  by one d e le g a te  and 51,500 p e o p le  
re p re s e n te d  by one s e n a to r . But Richmond w ith  a  1910 
p o p u la t io n  o f  155,000 had o n ly  two s e n a to rs  o r  one f o r  
e v e ry  77,000 p e o p le  and f i v e  d e le g a te s  o r  one f o r  e v e ry  
31,000. At th e  same t im e , Appomatox w ith  a t o t a l  
p o p u la t io n  o f  le s s  th a n  9,000 had one d e le g a te  and F loyd  
County w ith  a p o p u la t io n  n o t more th a n  15,000 a ls o  had 
one d e le g a te . S e n a to r  E* C. Mathews o f  N o r fo lk  in tro d u c e d  
a r e d i s t r i c t i n g  b i l l  to  th e  G en era l Assembly in  1918 w hich
 22    --------------------
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was subsequently referred to committee and was never acted 
upon. The Issue came up again in January of 1920 and 
the Assembly by joint resolution adopted a redistricting 
plan without opposition. By its terms a joint committee 
of five legislators, two from the Senate and three from 
the House, were to study the census, map out new districts, 
and report their recommendations to the next General 
Assembly* According to census figures, Richmond was .to 
gain three new delegates and Roanoke, Newport News and
23
N o r fo lk  each would have t h e i r  r e p re s e n ta t io n  in c re a s e d .
A d d it io n a l  r e p re s e n ta t iv e s  in c re a s e d  th e  a b i l i t y  o f  u rb an
le g is la t o r s  to  d i r e c t  th ro u g h  f u tu r e  G enera l A ssem blies
legislative solutions to pressing problems of municipal
development and industrialization.
A l l  p o l i t i c a l  re fo rm s co n s id e re d  by th e  G e n era l Assembly
between 1916 and 1920 were not restricted to matters of
economy and e f f i c ie n c y .  A n o th er is s u e  w hich  sparked b i t t e r
p o l i t i c a l  c o n te s t  on th e  f l o o r  o f  th e  l e g is la t u r e  and won
widespread coverage in the news media of the day was that
o f  p o p u la r  e le c t io n  o f  ju d g e s . For many sess ion s  b i l l s
e f f e c t in g  t h is  purpose had been in tro d u c e d  in  th e  G enera l
Assembly b u t w ere  r e je c te d  by th e  combined o p p o s it io n  o f
24
m achine fo rc e s  in  V i r g in ia .  In  th e  O ld  Dom inion as w e l l
23 1 ' ; :
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as th r e e  o th e r  s ta te s  (V erm on t* C o n n e c tic u t, South C a r o l in a ) ,
ju d g es  w ere  a p p o in te d  by th e  G en era l Assem bly. Any lo s s  o f
l e g i s l a t i v e  dominance o v e r  th e  ju d ic ia r y  would b re a k  an
im p o rta n t l i n k  i n  th e  D em o cra tic  o r g a n iz a t io n * s  c h a in  o f
command for, according to the constitution of 1902, judges
a p p o in te d  lo c a l  v a c a n c ie s  such as s h e r i f f s  and commonwealth
a tto rn e y s #  The argum ent a g a in s t  p o p u la r  e le c t io n  o f  jud ges
was that it would bring more problems with the intrusion of
p o l i t i c s  in t o  law # A dvocates o f  p o p u la r  e le c t io n  view ed
this argument as absurd» the judiciary was already involved
in politics since all judges were nominated by political
caucuses exclusively composed of politicians and subsequent
nominations were marked by political logrolling and 
25
b a rg a in in g #  The l e g i s l a t u r e  d id  e f f e c t  a more l i b e r a l
spirit in 1918, when it endorsed popular election o f  State
26
C o rp o ra tio n  Commission ju d g e s . T h a t MThe acceptance###  
o f  th e  p r in c ip le  in v o lv e d  in  th e  e le c t io n  o f  th e  C o rp o ra tio n  
Commission by th e  p e o p le  le a d s  l o g i c a l l y  and in e v i t a b ly  to  
th e  e le c t io n  o f  th e  ju d ic ia r y  by th e  people** ■ n e v e r  won 
enough su p p o rt In  th e  l e g is la t u r e  though b i l l s  to  t h a t  e f f e c t
 If— '------------------------------------------  1------
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were repeatedly Introduced in 1918 and 1920# The debate
was reopened in 1920 when a legislative caucus refused to
nominate as judge of the Norfolk Corporation Court a man
whom the people of Norfolk, the Norfolk Bar Association
and other organizations had endorsed in petitions to their
delegates. Delegate Robert 0. Norris of Lancaster, in
admonishing Norfolk Delegates John William Cherry and E.
Griffith Dodson for ignoring the petitions which had been
addressed to them by their Norfolk constituents, declared
that House courtesies did not extend to defeating the will
27
of the people* Though Norris and others denied the right
of Delegates Dodson and Cherry to handpick the corporation
judge, the subsequent bill for direct election of judges to
the Supreme Court of Appeals, Circuit Court, and Judicial
28
and Corporation Courts, failed of passage, Thus Virginia
did not join the long list of states already electing the
judiciary (among them Wisconsin, California, North Carolina,
and New York), but retained a system enormously effective
for continued machine control of political affairs within
29
the Commonwealth.
Anti-machine factions were not only blocked by 
legislative domination of judicial appointments but also
77-------------------------- - -- - -----------
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were thwarted by lack of popular participation in primaries
and general elections* A small vote was a particular
characteristic of Virginia elections after 1902, when
Martin's machine was thoroughly organized* A cumbersome
registration process restricted some potential voters and
other Virginians considered the machine candidate invincible#
so why vote? in 1916 legislators adopted a measure designed
to increase voter participation by allowing individuals to
30
vote by registered mail* Though th© vote on this issue was
by no means a clear-cut division between anti-organization
and machine backed legislators (the vote was 43-40), the
Richmond TimesPi snatch, which generally reflected the more
liberal sentiment of the day, viewed absentee balloting as
virtuous because it would Increase political activity in 
31
Virginia* Any hopes of ahti*org.antzation men voting for 
the bill must have soon disappeared* In the 1917 Democratic 
primary an attempt was made by organization backed 
candidates to misuse the absentee voter law* The machine 
dispatched letters to absentee voters suggesting how the 
vote should be cast and enclosed in the letter was a 
sample ballot with the "undesirable* candidate's name 
crossed out* Though “the whole affair was a tempest in 
a teapot,** it does show the unwillingness of organization
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forces to allow any legislation to work in favor of their 
32
opponents. Unfortunately for the latter, th© organization’s
system continued to make Virginia the *** lowest ^voting state
33
in the Union in proportion to population.*"
Admittedly, the steps taken by Virginia to enlarge 
her electorate were small and constantly impeded by Virginia’s 
conventional distrust of popular will. Nevertheless, a few 
legislators, backed by the Governor and their constituents, 
forced traditionalists to reverse their position on 
particular issues and to adopt a more liberal position.
Clearly the major political successes of the years 1916 
through 1920 were those associated with economy and efficiency 
and in these areas, legislators had gone far toward ending 
old-time political bulldozing and administrative indirection 
in the management of state and municipal affairs.
B. SCHOOLS, HIGHWAYS, FORT DEVELOPMENT 
World War 1 had been a boon to industrial development
in the Old Dominion. But the industrialism of the war and
the immediate postwar years expanded beyond the Commonwealth’s 
facilities to handle it. Lack of capital, the absence of
transportation facilities, and the shortage of highly
literate and skilled native labor were severe deterrents to
52
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the overall progress of the state, Legislative efforts to
r e s o lv e  th e s e  conditions w ere n e ce s sa ry  b e fo re  th ©  f u l l
developm ent o f  V i r g in ia  in d u s try  and economic p r o s p e r i ty
could take place,
V ir g in ia * s  p u b l ic  scho o ls  had lo n g  been t r e a t e d  as
p u b lic  n u isan ces  * a 1918 Richmond T im e s *D is p a tc h  e d i t o r i a l
called the whole educational system  Ma reproach and a drag
34
upon p ro g re s s , *  Though an e d u c a tio n a l c ru s ad e  had swept
the state ten years before* culminating in forty new
educational statutes by 1908, It failed to produce a
model system. There were obvious deficiencies in the school
system , sch o o l te rm s w ere  n o t u n ifo rm  th ro u g h o u t th e
state and nowhere was there yet a nine month school year,
Lack o f  funds Impeded e d u c a tio n a l p ro g re s s  I n  the
O ld  D om inion, The i l l i t e r a c y  r a t e  rem ained  a la rm in g ly
35
high among both white and black Virginians# Steps taken 
to curb illiteracy proved useless in the absence of any 
statewide compulsory education law. The General Assembly 
of 1908 had passed compulsory school attendance legislation 
but its local option feature all but obliterated its 
usefulness*' Critic® labeled local option '♦♦toothless** and 
declared **It 'would be Just as sensible to have local option
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for highway robbery# the phraseology of the 1908 lawf which
excluded from compulsory school attendance those who were
"weak in foody or mind* or can read or write# or are attending
private schools# or are excused by law by the district trustees#
also limited its effectiveness# Many parents claimed their
offspring could read or write when they actually could do
neither# and thus they retained their children for farm labor#
The 1916 General Assembly first moved In the direction of
remedying the defects of the 1908 law by proposing statewide
compulsory school attendance for both white and black children
until they were fourteen years old (in order to reinforce
Virginia*s Child Labor Law)# By means of a petition campaign,
educational organizations from every corner of the commonwealth#
including the Virginia Educational Conference# the Association
of School Trustees# and 7#600 of the state’s 13,115 teachers#
endorsed the 1916 proposal# The measure, however# was not
without its critics. The old bugaboo about educated Negroes
37
causing trouble was raised by opponents of the bill# others
attacked statewide compulsory school attendance as "pater**
nalistlc" and, according to the logic of Senator Louis Epes,
but the first step on the road to "compulsory Sunday school and
church and the time when children arise and go to bed* It is a
measure characteristic of the present General Assembly# all
38
designed to •Germanize* the people of Virginia*" Despite
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criticism leveled at the bill* progressive forces In the
General Assembly by a 59-23 vote won a more stringent
compulsory education law requiring parents and guardians
to send all illiterate children to school between ages
eight and twelve who were physically and mentally sound
and who lived within two miles of a school, at least until
39
they could read and write*
Several other pieces of educational legislation were
introduced during the 1916 session and significantly
furthered the quality of education# By a close vote of
49-44, legislators brought to an end the "autocratic
dictation" of the five appointed school board officials
( who could outvote the elected officials) by submitting
40
the offices to direct election# For the first time
Virginia made free school books available to her
communities and# though most thought the bill would have
a "wholesome effect on general school attendance#*•* *"
opponents fought the measure on grounds that it was
41
"paternalistic*" In addition, a new source of revenue
was created by adopting a graduated inheritance tax from
which proceeds went directly to the support of Virginia’s 
42
schools* An additional appropriation bill for the
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s u p p o rt o f  V i r g in ia  p u b lic  schoo ls  was s a n c tio n e d  d u rin g  
th e  1918 session# A d i r e c t  a p p r o p r ia t io n  and one o f  
enormous b e n e f i t  to  V ir g in ia #  th e  sum amounted to  one 
h a l f  a  m i l l io n  d o l la r s  a n n u a lly  and w ould be used f o r  
expand ing  one and two room s c h o o ls , grades  one th ro u g h
seven# f o r  le n g th e n in g  scho o l term s and in c re a s in g  te a c h e r
43
s a la r ie s #  M oreover# t h a t  s e s s io n  a cc e p ted  th e  p ro v is io n s  
o f  th e  Sm ith*Hughes A c t th u s  e n s u rin g  V i r g in ia * s
p a r t ic ip a t io n  in  f e d e r a l l y  sponsored v o c a t io n a l t r a in in g
44
program s♦
The d r iv e  f o r  e f f e c t iv e  com pulsory e d u c a tio n , lo n g  
a moot q u e s tio n  in  V ir g in ia #  d id  n o t  su b s id e  a f t e r  th e  
c o n c lu s io n  o f  th e  1916 s e s s io n * D e le g a te  F r a n k l in  W ill ia m s  
from  F a i r f a x  b ro u g h t b e fo re  th e  1918 s e s s io n  a  com pulsory  
a tte n d a n c e  b i l l  c o m p e llin g  c h i ld r e n  e ig h t  to  tw e lv e  t o  
a t te n d  school a t  le a s t  fo u r  months o f  th e  yea r#  As an  
added p re c a u tio n #  th e  b i l l  c o n ta in e d  p ro v is io n s  f o r  th e  
ap p o in tm e n t o f  t r u a n t  o f f i c e r s  and punishm ent o f  p a re n ts
45
o r  g u a rd ia n s  who p re v e n te d  c h i ld r e n  from  a t te n d in g  school#  
The W ill ia m s  a tte n d a n c e  b i l l  f a i l e d  because many th o u g h t
■$3------------------------------------------------ ------ - ---------
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ltd enforcement feature too authoritarian, but the House
and senate endorsed an even more drastic measure which
removed from the constitution all limitations on
compulsory education ( weakness in mind and body, ability
to read and write* eight to twelve age limits) and left
46
these matters to the discretion of the Assembly* This 
act received the approval of the 1918 and 1920 legislative 
sessions and was submitted to Virginia voters at the 
November 2 elections in 1920 along, with two other
47
constitutional amendments.for aid to public schools*
Virginians not only carried the compulsory education
amendment to a sweeping victory, but also upheld amendments
permitting women to serve as school trustees and allowing
43
an increase of local taxes for school purposes* Successive 
legislatures continued their concern for public education, 
but the most Impressive expansion and reform occurred 
in the educational crusade between 1916 and 1920. In 1915, 
school enrollment was listed at 474*000* in 1920, it was 
507,000* The total expenditures for public education were 
$7,612,000 in 1915 and $13,700,000 in 1920* The total sum 
spent for teacher*s salaries increased by almost $4,000,000 
in this period and the average teacher*$ annual salary
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jumped from $322 in 1915 to $558 by 1920. other advances
w ere  a c h ie ve d * in c lu d in g  s ta n d a r d iz a t io n  o f  b o th  p u b lic
schoo l c u r r ic u la  and degrees c o n fe rre d  by s t a t e  e d u c a tio n a l
in s t i t u t io n s *  le n g th e n in g  o f  school te rm s , and In c re a s e d
p e r  c a p ita  e x p e n d itu re s  f o r  e d u c a tin g  V i r g in i a  school
c h ild r e n *  As a r e s u l t  o f  th e  re fo rm  m easures* i l l i t e r a c y
declined from 26*4 percent in 1910 to 11*2 percent by 
49
1920* The Southern Planter rightly acknowledged these
re fo rm s  as " th e  g r e a te s t  s te p  fo rw a rd  in  p u b lic  e d u c a tio n
50
in  V i r g in i a  in  y e a rs *"  Throughout th e  c ru sad e  f o r  b e t t e r  
s c h o o ls , l e g is la t o r s  v iew ed in c re a s e d  school a p p ro p r ia t io n s ,  
com pulsory a tte n d a n c e , v o c a t io n a l t r a in in g  and o th e r  
ach ievem ents  o f  th e  p e r io d  as human c o n s e rv a t io n  m easures* 
These would g u a ra n te e  e n tre p re n e u rs  a  c a p a b le  la b o r  s u p p ly  
w hich u l t im a t e ly  would enhance th e  In d u s t r ia l  w e a lth  and 
p r o s p e r i ty  o f  th e  Commonwealth* In  so d o in g * th e y  w ere  
o p e ra t in g  in  th e  t r a d i t i o n  o f  th e  p ro g re s s iv e  e ra *
Lack o f  roads had lo n g  p la c e d  heavy and un n ecessary  
burdens upon V i r g i n i a  r e t a r d in g  h e r  economic developm ent* 
In a d e q u a te  highways com pelled  u rb an  consumers to  pay
w ------------------------ :---------------------------
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e x c e s s iv e  p ric e ©  f o r  n e c e s s it ie s  and a t  th e  same tim e
reduced fa rm e r ’ s p r o f i t s  by fo r c in g  them to  make fe w e r
t r i p s ,  h a u l s m a lle r  lo a d s * ta k e  more t im e , and m arket
o n ly  when roads w ere p a s s a b le  and n o t when o r  w here
p r ic e s  w ere  b e s t*  In  a g r ic u l t u r a l  V i r g in ia  w here th e
grow th  o f  m an u fac tu res* r a i l r o a d s ,  and p o rts  depended on
th e  re a d y  s u p p ly  o f  raw  m a te r ia ls  to  be m an ufac tu red  and
o f  com m odities to  be t ra n s p o r te d , good roads co u ld
s t im u la te  in d u s t r ia l  expan sion * V i r g i n i a ’ s t o u r i s t
a t t r a c t io n s ,  p o t e n t ia l l y  c a p a b le  o f  augm enting th e  s ta te * s
p r o s p e r ity *  lu r e d  n o r th e rn  m o to r is ts  sou thw ard , b u t
im p assab le  roads o b lig e d  t r a v e le r s  to  c a n c e l t h e i r
51
jo u rn e y s  upon re a c h in g  th e  n a t io n ’ s c a p i t a l *  M o reo ver, 
r u r a l  com m unities would e n jo y  a b ro a d e r s o c ia l  l i f e  w ith  
im proved roads t y in g  o u t ly in g  a re a s  more c lo s e ly  w ith  
th e  Commonwealth’ s grow ing  u rb an  c e n te rs *  V i r g i n i a ’ s 
"mud and b o tto m le s s  bogs” w ere  th e  a rc h  enemy o f  p r o s p e r i ty  
and w ere  in im ic a l  t o  th e  fu t u r e  p ro g re ss  o f  in d u s t r ia l  
e f f o r t s .
The good roads movement, encouraged by th e  G en era l 
Assem bly, s t e a d i ly  g a in e d  momentum from  1916 to  1919.
The d r iv e  f o r  econom ical and e f f i c i e n t  t r a n s p o r ta t io n  
f a c i l i t i e s  f i r s t  began in  1902 when th e  G en era l Assembly  
in c re a s e d  ta x e s  f o r  road purposes and en acted  p ro v is io n s  
f o r  c o u n ty  bonds and road s u p e r in te n d e n ts . However, th e s e
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legislators failed to endorse state aid and central
52
a d m in is t r a t io n  f o r  t h e i r  road program . Succeeding
sess io n s  f i l l e d  t h is  gap w ith  th e  c r e a t io n  o f  a s ta te
highway system, maintained wholly by the state, connecting
Virginia*s principal cities and county seats and a county
highway system to interlock with the state system in all
rural areas of the state. This county highway system
was to be constructed and maintained jointly by the state
and counties. The 1916 General Assembly appointed a study
commission which laid before the 1918 session a comprehensive
plan for a state highway system, but the 1919 legislature
had only partially arranged the finances for its construction
and maintenance. Mobilization for war further complicated
progress as abnormally heavy traffic damaged existing
highways. Although state aid for road construction and
maintenance rose from two to five million dollars between
1918 and 1920, the number of registered automobiles and
trucks more than doubled during this period and their owners
continually plied the legislature with requests for improved
roadways. The sharp economic recession following the war
placed an additional burden upon Virginia's ability to
53
f in a n c e  adequate  th o ro u g h fa re s .
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Such w ere th e  p e rp le x in g  c ircu m stan ces  s u rro u n d in g
V i r g in ia  highw ay developm ent when th e  U n ite d  S ta te s
governm ent# u n d e r th e  au sp ices  o f  th e  F e d e ra l A id  Road
Act* offered a large subsidy to the state if she could
m atch i t  w ith  s t a t e  fu n d s* Because i t  was u n d ers to o d
t h a t  th e  Commonwealth must have e q u iv a le n t  funds on
hand by June 1920, when the federal offer would be made,
good roads e n th u s ia s ts  from  e v e ry  c o rn e r  o f  V i r g in i a
p e t i t io n e d  G overnor D av is  f o r  an e x t r a  s e s s io n  in  th e
54
summer o f  1919* Davis# however# w is h in g  to  fo rg o  any
unnecessary expenses# communicated with federal officials
and le a rn e d  t h a t  th e  s t a t e  s im p ly  must have made p ro v is io n s
for acquiring the needed monies by June 1920* Contradicting
e n th u s ia s ts  f o r  an e x t r a  session# th e  G overnor p u b l ie a l ly
announced “there was no need for costly and precipitant
55
legislative action** that summer*
Davis*s entreaty# however# failed to dispel good road 
zealots and in the midst of gubernatorial opposition# the 
General Assembly moved to reassemble itself in Richmond in 
August 1919. Consequently# in early February the Virginia 
Good Roads Association initiated a massive propaganda 
campaign endorsing an extra session. The highlight of this 
propaganda crusade came in August with an automobile race
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o f  o v e r  a  thousand m o to r is ts  composed o f  s ta te w id e
c o m m erc ia l, b e t t e r  h ighw ay, and c iv i c  o rg a n iz a t io n s  aimed
a t  descending  upon Richmond in  t im e  to  dem o n stra te  In
fa v o r  o f  th e  s p e c ia l ses s io n * The Richmond Times *  P is p a t ch
w id e ly  ac c la im ed  th e  s o *called MB ooster-R un" as m ark in g
" th e  b e g in n in g  o f  V ir g in ia n s  r e a l  r e c o n s tru c t io n  p e r io d ,
th e  e ra  o f  good ro a d s , th e  day when i t  th re w  o f f  th e
burdensome s h a c k le s  o f  m iry , ro c k s tre w n , to r tu o u s  h ighw ays,
and p ro u d ly  to o k  i t s  s tan d  among i t s  s i s t e r  s ta te s  w hich
56
have been em ancipated from  t h e i r  bondage to  mud."
W estm oreland D avis  succombed to  t h is  propaganda  
cam paign and to o k  c o n tr o l o f  th e  s i t u a t io n  by o u t l in in g  
a highw ay program  o f  h is  own to  th e  reconvened l e g i s la t o r s .  
S e v e ra l h ighw ay b i l l s  w ere in tro d u c e d , d e b a te d , and compro­
m ised w h ile  D a v is 's  program  g a th e re d  momentum and e v e n tu a l ly  
was adopted by th e  c lo s in g  o f  th e  e x t r a  s e s s io n . I r o n i c a l l y ,  
th e  Assembly n e v e r  a p p ro p r ia te d  m atch in g  s t a t e  funds f o r  
th e  fe d e r a l  s u b s id y  and th e  is s u e  t h a t  had provoked such  
f e r v o r  n e v e r  m a te r ia l iz e d  i n  1919. F o r D av is  and h is  s m a ll 
band o f  l e g i s l a t i v e  f r ie n d s ,  th e  e x t r a  s e s s io n  was a  
d e f i n i t e  v ic t o r y .
In  e a r ly  S eptem ber, G overnor D av is  s ign ed  fo u r  
highw ay b i l l s  m ark in g  th e  b e g in n in g  o f  u n p receden ted  ro ad  
c o n s tr u c t io n . A f i v e  man S ta te  Highway Commission,
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a p p o in te d  fey th e  G overnor r a t h e r  th a n  th e  G en era l
Assembly and thus eliminating: any damage on ••political
rocks#" was created and entrusted with complete
a d m in is t r a t iv e  a u t h o r i t y *  The G enera l Assembly approved
a  tw e n ty  c e n ts  on th e  horsepow er In c re a s e  in  a u to m o b ile
l ic e n s e  taxes to  fee used f o r  s ta te  ro ad  construction
purposes* A te n  c e n ts  s p e c ia l  road ta x  le v ie d  on general
property provided additional revenues for matching
f e d e r a l  s u b s id ie s * ' A c o u n ty  road  a c t*  a p p ro p r ia t in g
$800*000 for constructing and maintaining county roads
o v e r  a  two y e a r  p e rio d #  had been th e  "storm y p e t r e l  o f
legislative action" since th e  extra session began* Urban
representatives vigorously attacked the bill claiming
t h a t  c o m itie s  would directly fee given m u n ic ip a l ta x
money "to waste in mud h o le s ."  The County Hoad Act signed
fey G overnor Davis was a  compromise between u rb an  .and
rural legistatorst the total amount requested fey th®
counties was reduced from $1,250,000 to $800*000 and its
expenditure was placed under the direct supervision of
th e  H ighway Com m issioner so as to  p re v e n t a  patchw o rk  o f
5?
unconnected ro ad s*
In spite of these accomplishments* fey the end of 
1919* legislators had only partially financed the highway 
construction and maintenance* How to raise the required
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money became th e  s u b je c t  o f  debate# Some fa v o re d  an
o v e r a l l  In c re a s e  in  s t a t e  ta x  ra te s  $ o th e rs  proposed
state bond issues as "the scientific and businesslike
way* to  g e t  money in s te a d  o f  la r g e  le v ie s  o f  d i r e c t  
58
taxes. However* a restriction in the 1902 Constitution
p r o h ib ite d  th e  s t a t e  from  c o n tr a c t in g  deb ts  “e x c e p t to
meet casual deficits in the revenue, to redeem a previous
liability* or to protect the state in time of insurrection 
59
or war•M Good roads advocates continued to press their 
cause and by November 1920* an amendment authorizing the 
legislature to issue bonds for “the construction or 
reconstruction of highways* in such amounts and at such 
times as to them seems best for the common good1* had been
60
approved by th e  G e n e ra l Assem bly and a  p o p u la r  referendum #  
Forw ard—lo o k in g  in d iv id u a ls  h e ra ld e d  t h is  v ic t o r y  and th e  
ach ievem en ts  o f  th e  1919 “good roads** s e s s io n  as a p re fa c e  
to  th e  f u t u r e  econom ic p ro g res s  o f  th e  s t a t e .
Members o f  th e  1920 s e s s io n  a ls o  a u th o r iz e d  a  com mission  
t o  s tu d y  th e  developm ent o f  Hampton Roads as a m a jo r w o rld  
p o rt#  A c tin g  on a s tu d y  com mission s u g g e s tio n , th e  1922 
s e s s io n  e s ta b lis h e d  a perm anent V i r g in ia  F o r t  Commission 
w hich  was in s t r u c te d  and empowered to  c a r r y  o u t th e
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fo l lo w in g  ta s k s *  keep l in e s  o f  com m unication open w ith
th e  S t a t e  H ighway Commission to  a s s u re  a p p ro p r ia t io n s  f o r
roads needed in  p o r t  c i t i e s  and to  keep in  to u ch  w ith
v a r io u s  t r a d e  a s s o c ia t io n s  in  V i r g in ia  c i t i e s  and a re a s
in t e r e s te d  in  th e  developm ent o f  th e  p o r t *  keep ad v is e d
o f  th e  p o r t  needs o f  N o rth  C a ro lin a *  Tennessee* West
V ir g in ia #  and O hio s in c e  Hampton Roads a ls o  served  th e s e
re g io n s *  seek a n t i - p o l lu t io n  l e g is l a t io n  f o r  th e  w a te r  o f
Hampton Roads* in v e s t ig a t e  d is c r im in a to r y  im p o r t*e x p o r t
ton n ag e  r a te s *  and a d v is e  th e  l e g i s la t u r e  as to  a  system
o f  t a x a t io n  w h ich  would f u r t h e r  d e v e lo p  th e  in d u s t r ie s
61
o f  th e  Hampton Roads a re a .
The road  to  f u t u r e  in d u s t r ia l is m  had been paved by 
1922. E d u c a tio n  was now v iew ed  as more o f  an in v e s tm e n t  
th a n  a l i a b i l i t y *  a lth o u g h * in  r e t r o s p e c t *  no one co u ld  
deny t h a t  th e r e  e x is te d  g r e a t  room f o r  im provem ent* e s p e c ia l ly  
in  r e la t i o n  to  Negro e d u c a tio n . L e g is la to r s  had e x p lo ite d  
new sources o f  c a p i t a l  In  t h e i r  s e a rc h  f o r  funds to  expand  
e d u c a tio n a l s e rv ic e s  and t r a n s p o r ta t io n  f a c i l i t i e s #  For th e  
f i r s t  t im e  in  th e  s t a t e * s  lo n g  h is to r y *  modern th o ro u g h fa re s  
and p o r t  a c t i v i t i e s  w ere b e g in n in g  to  be c o o rd in a te d  w ith  
a g r ic u l t u r e  on th e  one hand and expand ing  lo c a l *  n a t io n a l*  
and in t e r n a t io n a l  in d u s t r ia l  systems on th e  o th e r .
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C. CONSUMER PROTECTION AND ANTITRUST LEGISLATION
Consumer protection and antitrust legislation was a
third area of the continuing progressive impulse in the
Old Dominion. The first evidence of Virginia's inclination
toward Increased state responsibility for consumer protection
appeared in the General Assembly of 1908. In that year
legislators adopted not only a pure drug act authorizing the
state board of pharmacy to analyze and judge the purity of
drugs sold in the state* but also enacted a pure food act
and established a pure food and dairy commission with
62
regulatory power to enforce the billfs provisions. From 
1916 through 1920 the legislature pursued its attack on 
trusts, monopolies, and profiteers inimical to the welfare 
of Virginia citizens with a broad program of consumer 
protection laws.
The General Assembly of 1916 passed a deceptive 
advertising law making it a misdemeanor **for any person, 
firm, or corporation to present, through newspapers, 
magazines or in any way, statements or representations of 
fact which are untrue, deceptive, or misleading." The 
original bill, sponsored by the Norfolk Ad Club and 
introduced by Delegates James p. Jones of Richmond and 
Phillip W, Murray of Newport News, contained fines of 
$25 to $250 or confinement in jail ten to sixty days or
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both* but critics who charged the bill would impose
hardships on those Inadvertently guilty of false
statements amended the bill to provide penalties only
when advertisers were proven to have "fraudulently and
63
knowingly” employed misleading ads.
The session of 1918 proved to be even more sympathetic
to consumer protection* A "wild-cat" stock law was passed
to protect Investors against syndicates wh&ch unloaded
worthless securities on the public* Under the auspices of
this act* corporations were required to submit to the State
Corporation Commission detailed statements of the assets
and estimated earning capacity of stock for sale* To
protect the man of little means who was forced to borrow
money* the General Assembly endorsed a "Loan Shark" bill*
The Uniform Small Loan Act safeguarded not only the wages,
but also the homes of persons unwittingly borrowing funds
64
from unscrupulous loan companies*
Antintrust legislation also made an appearance in 
the 1918 General Assembly. In his 1918 inaugural address* 
Governor Westmoreland Davis, hardly the spokesman for an 
anti-business faction* pointed out that "most of the 
economic ills of the common people grow out of conditions
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caused by monopolies and profiteers*1 and requested
legislators to curb their pernicious activities with an
appropriate law* as presented to the House by Delegates
H* D. Dillard and E. W* Hudgins and to the Senate by G.
Walter Mapp, the bill embodied the essentials called for
by Governor Davis and proposed prison sentences as opposed
to fines for violations of anti-trust law* The bill "got
into deep water" almost immediately* Delegations
representing corporations in almost all urban areas descended
6 5
upon Richmond to voice their animosity* Efforts at 
passage proved futile in the waning days of the 1918 session* 
Though its proponents attempted to revive the anti-trust 
measure after Davis reconvened the Assembly in mid-March,
It was smothered by the hostility of legislators eager to 
take revenge upon Davis for recalling^them to the capitol*
It was filibustered off the calendar*
The next hassle over anti-trust legislation occurred 
in the special session of 1919, after the debates were 
opened to matters other than roads* Senator G. Walter Mapp 
again presented the Davis-inspired anti-trust measure and 
a stormy debate ensued* Surreptitious as well as overt 
opposition was directed not so much against the anti-trust 
principle but against the penalties for convicted violators* 
As outlined in Mapp’s proposal, first offenders were to be
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fined a sum not to exceed $1*000 or were to be sentenced 
to jail for on© year* second offenders would be fined not 
less than $1,000 nor more than $5*000 with a year in jail 
or would be sentenced to the state penitentiary for one to 
ten years* To those who complained the penalties were too 
severe* Senator Robert F# Leedy, ardent spokesman for the
67
bill* quipped, "Then you want the bull-dog without teeth?"
Governor Davis threatened to veto the anti-trust bill unless
harsh penalties were imposed on first offenders making the
act "preventative as well as corrective,*,.," senators
Mapp and Leedy* however* were unable to overcome the
Opposition led by Senator James E. Cannon. Eventually a
compromise was reached in the House by adding the words
"or both" Immediately after the stipulations for fines and
jail sentences for first offenders. Davis subsequently
68
signed the anti*trust bill into law. Though the law 
exempted labor organizations and agricultural and 
horticultural associations, the anti-trust act was a great 
victory for Virginians who had had no previous anti-trust 
laws. The law carried emergency provisions and went into 
effect immediately after Davis affixed his signature to
ZT  ' ! ~
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C o lle g e  M
i t *  The 1919 s e s s io n  p ro te c te d  th e  p u b lic  f u r t h e r  by
enacting a cold storage regulation act based on the
p r in c ip le s  o f  a  1916 New J e rs e y  law * T h is  a c t  a ls o
contained emergency clauses and provisions for curbing
the hoarding and price*fixing of needed commodities and
contained measures protecting consumers against
contaminated food* The cold storage law also compelled
warehouse owners to purchase licenses from the state
Dairy and Food Commission and submit to periodic
70
inspections of their facilities*
The same enthusiasm  t h a t  had b rou gh t tru s ts  and
profiteers under state regulation filtered into the
next regular legislative session. In 1 9 2 0* a bill
enlarging the scope of the State Corporation Commission
was presented and approved* Accordingly, the state
Corporation Commission was authorized to regulate all
public service corporations, Including power, heat, light,
and water companies, as well as railroads* Failure to
71
com ply co u ld  b r in g  as much as a  $ 1 ,5 0 0  f in e *
Curbing the price-fixing trusts and profiteers was 
partially a manifestation of the earlier progressive 
spirit In Virginia as legislators continued to prevent
w ------------------------------- :---------------------------------
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unscrupulous businessmen from preying upon an unsuspecting
public. But ranch of the consumer protection legislation,
especially the anti-trust and cold storage bills of 1919,
was prompted by the need to centralize the economy during
World War I and to demobilize that economy peacefully
and efficiently after the armistice# As in other sections
of the United States, economic regulations during the war
resulted in prosperity and full employment#
However, in agricultural Virginia the prosperity of
the war years turned to sudden depression after 1918,
Farm prices continued to fall between 1919 and 1920 while
prices on other commodities rose steadily# During this
economic crisis* Virginians from every corner of the state
forraed local 1 high cost of living** commissions which
exposed various firms engaged in profiteering# Despite
the success of these **miniature corporation commissions,”
the 1920 General Assembly refused to officially confirm
72
and empower them* During this same session legislators 
defeated an anti-profiteering bill proposed by Richmond 
Delegate Albert 0# Boschen* The bill to ’’prohibit 
profiteering# hoarding, waste, or resales of necessities,” 
which would require merchants to label items with both the 
actual cost plus the retail price, met immediate opposition 
from the Retail Merchant's Association and representatives 
of manufacturer® and wholesalers from Norfolk, Lynchburg,
72------------------------- -— :—
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Petersburg, Newport News* and other Virginia cities.
Richard Evelyn Byrd* United States District Attorney 
for western Virginia launched an attack on the proposed 
legislation and said the bill should be amended to read*
73
•*to prevent anybody doing business anywhere in Virginia*"
Its defeat and the unwillingness of the 1920 session to 
sanction the small consumer advocate organizations 
illustrate how closely wedded dominant organization 
legislators were to business Interests and to the principles 
of an unrestricted economy.
Considering the popularity of laissez-faire among 
members of the organization majority, the legislative record 
of the General Assembly between 1916 and 1920 in the area of 
economic reform is commendable. The consumer after 1916 
was protected from deceptive advertisers and unscrupulous 
loan and security companies* Virginia had her first 
significant anti-trust law* and rates of all public 
utilities after 1919 came under the discretion of the State 
Corporation Commission.
From 1916 through 1920, development and expansion, 
economy and efficiency, were unquestionably the central 
themes of Virginia’s political life. A government 
reorganized according to modern corporate techniques, an 
improved educational system with new programs and increased
 7 T --------------------------------------- - ---------------------------
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expenditures* a statewide highway system, a world- 
oriented port, and the regulation of profiteers and 
trusts had all been achieved despite a facade of 
government economy and laissez-faire* Though the 
elimination of waste and inefficiency and the extension 
of Industry and commerce absorbed the thoughts and 
activities of Virginia legislators during these years, 
they did not altogether exclude from their attention 
responsibility for public welfare and morals*
CHAPTER III 
SOCIAL ENGINEERING IN THE OLD DOMINION
To progressives in Virginia social and moral inefficiency 
was just as detrimental to future progress as administrative 
and economic inefficiency* This belief led a minority of 
Virginia legislators to take positive action against social 
and moral ills accompanying rapid industrial and commercial 
expansion* Assisting this small but vociferous band of 
legislators were lobbyists who did much to increase public 
awareness of the social functions of the state* One of the 
most articulate and vocal organizations was the Virginia 
League of Women Voters (prior to 1 9 2 0t the Virginia Equal 
Suffrage League) which worked fervidly to mold public 
opinion In support of new and increased welfare services* 
Another powerful lobby of the day was the Virginia Anti- 
Saloon League founded by Methodist Bishop James Gannon 
which led the prohibition crusade in the Old Dominion*
M ost o f  th e  s o c ia l  w e l fa r e  and m ora l re fo rm  l e g i s l a t io n  
passed by G e n e ra l A ssem blies  between 1916 and 1920 came 
as a r e s u l t  o f  n o n p a r t is a n  s u p p o rt*  b u t o n ly  a f t e r  th e  
re fo rm  m in o r i ty  and lo b b y is ts  had awakened p u b l ic  in t e r e s t  
and fo rc e d  l e g i s l a t i v e  t r a d i t i o n a l i s t s  t o  a c q u ie s c e  by 
t h r e a t s  o f  p o l i t i c a l  o p p o s it io n *
56
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A* HUMANITARIAN AND SOCIAL JUSTICE ISSUES 
No s o c ia l  w e l fa r e  l e g i s l a t io n  i l l u s t r a t e s  more c le a r l y  
th e  h e s ita n c y  o f  V i r g in ia  t r a d i t i o n a l i s t s  t o  f u r t h e r  ex ten d  
s t a t e  s e rv ic e s  th a n  workmen* s com pensation* F o r tw e n ty  
y e a rs , numerous V ir g in ia n s  la b o re d  f o r  l e g i s l a t io n  w h ich  
w ould h o ld  a l l  b u s in e s s  concerns in  th e  s t a t e ,  as w e l l  as 
th e  r a i l r o a d  com panies, l i a b l e  f o r  on th e  Job i n ju r ie s  and 
d e a th s * A 1914  b i l l  c o m p e llin g  em ployers t o  acknow ledge  
r e s p o n s ib i l i t y  en co u n te red  v o c ife ro u s  o p p o s it io n  from  
c a p ta in s  o f  V i r g in ia  in d u s t r y  and f a i l e d  passage*
Governor Henry C* Stuart, in addressing the opening 
session of the 1916 General Assembly, called attention to 
the need for a "fair and reasonable** workman* s compensation 
act* Senator Wedenburg of Richmond, chief patron of the 
1914  b i l l ,  presented a new version of the proposal, but 
the Wedenburg-Myers bill threatened to reopen the same 
divisive debates which had killed the measure two years 
earlier* Foreseeing this. Governor Stuart intervened and 
recommended the idea of workman*s compensation be 
submitted for study to a special commission which would
1
report its finding to the next regular General Assembly* 
Stuart*a solution to the problem exemplifies the reluctance 
of the Democratic machine, to which the Governor was closely 
attuned, to antagonize Virginia*a industrial leaders who 
were strongly lobbying against the measure* At any rate,
1---------------------------------------------------------------------
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advocates and opponents of the Wedenburg bill agreed **to
bury the hatchet** for two years and the commission*
represented by workingmen, employers, and legislators
drew up a report based upon existing national and
2
international compensation laws*
C* 0*Conor Goolrick submitted to the 1918 General
Assembly a compensation bill drafted by the Commission
after the best features of similar laws then operating
successfully in many states* Goolrick explained the need
for such legislation in Virginia at this time and declared
the principle of workman*s compensation to be wno longer
an experiment, since thirty- seven states and all the
3
territories currently used it. According to the bill's 
stipulations every employer and employee wshall be 
presumed to have accepted the provisions of the act...to 
pay and accept compensation for personal injury or death 
by accident arising out of and in the course of employment** 
Exempted from the Goolrick bill were casual laborers* farm 
laborers and domestic servants* steam railway workers, and 
persons employed by firms having in service less than three 
operatives yearly* Furthermore, the newly drafted 
compensation bill contained provisions for the prevention of
Richmond Times-Dispatch (Va*), February 5* 1916i January 
3l7~!3T7. Members of the commission included State 
Senator C. 0' Conor Goolrick, Lee Long, Frank Kruck; C*
Edwin Michael, Charles H. Perry, H.M. Cousins, R.S. Barbour*
3
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Industrial accidents* medical and surgical care for injured
employees* establishing rates of compensation for personal
injuries or death* and an Industrial Commission with powers
4
and duties to enforce the act.
As soon as the compensation bill was reported out of 
the senate and House Committee on Courts of Justice* lobbyists 
ewung into action attempting to drastically amend the 
proposal or force its rejection. Main objectors included 
representatives of large railroads* coal companies* and 
other big corporationsi other opponents were representatives 
of railroad employees who opposed the compensation rates, 
and small ”ambu1ance-chasIng brothers of the legal fraternity” 
whose services would no longer be needed by the removal of 
chance from industrial accident cases- because* according to 
the drafted bill, damages would be fixed by statute. Edwin 
Levy, speaking for Richmond manufacturers, argued for an
unsalaried industrial board because payment of such would
5
pose additional burdens on Virginia taxpayers*
The compensation bill which finally passed’ the Senate 
in late February was amended and modified in several waysi 
the salaried industrial commission was replaced with current 
state officials (Second Auditor* Insurance Commissioner,
Labor Commissioner) for fear the economy minded Governor
 ?  —    ------------------------
Commonwealth of Virginia, Tentative Draft of a Bill 
Providing for Workman* s CompensatIon in Virginia. Copy
in the campaign scrapbook, Westmoreland Davis Papers
University of Virginia.
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Davis would reject the bill* The exemption of companies 
maintaining less than three operatives was increased to ten. 
These amendments occasioned opposition in the House when 
the bill reached that body* Many delegates opposed an 
industrial commission comprised solely of present state 
officiala# declaring that the board needed to devote all 
its time to matters before it* C. Edwin Michael of Roanoke 
balked at the exemption of manufacturers who employed less 
than ten operatives as "unfair and unjust* and is class 
legislation” which would cause men employed in smaller 
industrial concerns to flock to larger ones or perhaps to 
other states where they could be better protected. Delegates 
did reinstate the three man paid industrial commission but 
were unsuccessful In extending the provisions of the act to 
small employers. ironically, powerful lobbies representing 
manufacturers, coal operators# and insurance companies 
probably were most responsible for pushing the compensation 
act through the General Assembly, not so much from 
humanitarian instincts but in an endeavor to appease Virginia
la b o r  u n io n s  w h ich  had grown s u b s t a n t ia l ly  betw een 1916 And
8
1 9 1 9 , The a c t  was n o t  a l l * I n c l u s i v e ,  b u t i t  was a l l  t h a t  
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organization's alliance with big business interests through­
out the state*
In the postwar years# threatened labor unrest in Virginia
and the nation at large caused the General Assembly to increase
compensation benefits for labor* The 1920 session# for
example# amended the original Goolrick bill# raising the
weekly compensation maximum from $10 to $12# increasing death
claims from $3,000 to $3#600# and elevated the maximum for
permanent disability to $4#500# 1920 was also the year
Virginia legislators provided for the vocational rehabilitation
and education of employees injured in the course of their
employment and agreed to work in conjunction with the federal
9
government In providing similar services* Virginia thus
joined the list of forty-three states which adopted
comprehensive workmen's compensation laws between 1911 and 
10
1922#
At least one historian has pointed to the experimental
beginnings of social insurance in the 1920's as documentation
for the theory that progressivism survived in the postwar
11
years at the state and local levels* A state administered
9
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com pulsory In s u ra n c e  p la n  f i r s t  c o n fro n te d  V i r g in i a
le g is la t o r s  i n  th e  1920 s e s s io n * The M i l *  m odeled a f t e r
a successfully functioning West Virginia statute* was to
he administered under the Workman*® Compensation Law and
would provide for state insurance with rates fixed by the
Industrial Commission* The Commission also possessed the
authority to increase or decrease such rates and establish
12
a general fund from which liabilities would be paid.
Blatant hostility of powerful lobbies which recalled
memories of opposition to workman1® compensation legislation
greeted the bill as soon as it was reported out of committee.
Businessmen and large Insurance companies from all areas
within the state voiced their opposition to the measurei
other large manufacturing concerns and many organizations
13
representing labor favored its passage* Critics deplored
the measure as "monopolistic* and "socialistic in the wrong
direction* and Delegate James H. price of Richmond, who led
the opposition in the House* roared "God save Virginia from
the example of Bolshevist West Virginia* the political
machine of Ohio* the Non-Partisan League tactics of North
U
Dakota and the X.W.W.isra of Washington** The defense argued 
that the measure was "human© from the standpoint of the
O  ' :
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workingman and expedient from the viewpoint of the employer,”
and was not nearly as socialistic as the school and post
office systems. Champions of state insurance counterattacked
those seeking to prevent the legislation in crying "the hand
is the hand of Esau* but the voice is the voice of the
15
insurance companies." Although in the end the insurance
companies and their allies won the battle, the thirty-five
votes mustered in favor of passing the bill bear testimony
to the breakdown of traditional animosity toward state
16
responsibility for public welfare#
Expansion and systematization of existing state social
services reached new dimensions between 1916 and 1922 in the
areas of child welfare and regulation of child employment*
Virginia legislators, following in the steps already taken
by other states, first moved to provide pensions for
indigent mothers with children in 1918. Cities and counties
throughout the state were directed to pay monthly allowances
17
for the care of these unfortunates* This same legislature 
also issued a directive to the individual localities 
throughout the state to support public health nursing, health 
examinations and physical education for school children.
1 3 --------------------------- ---------------------------:----------------
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When certain members of the 1920 General Assembly suggested
state financial assistance to counties and cities in
carrying out this function, more conservative forces added
an amendment to the measure striking out the provision for 
18
state aid. Not until 1922 did the state assume more
responsibility for public health of school children and
aid to Indigent mothers. These reforms were accomplished
in accordance with the recommendations of the 1921 Children*s
Code Commission.
The children*s Code Commission, appointed by Governor
Westmoreland Davis in the spring of 1921, at the request of
the Child Welfare Division of the Virginia League of Women
Voters, pressed the 1922 legislature to further centralize
Virginia’s public welfare system under the authority of the
state. Working in conjunction with the League of Women
Voters were representatives from all statewide women’s
organizations. Collectively, they lobbied with legislative
committees of the 1922 General Assembly until eighteen of
19
their twenty*four proposals were enacted into law.
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One of the most substantial reforms achieved by the 
legislature, at the bequest of the Commission, was the 
abolition of the State Board of Charities and Corrections 
and the consolidation of individual welfare institutions 
throughout the state under a newly created State Board
c
of Public Welfare* The legislature empowered this agency 
to exercise regulatory authority over state welfare 
institutions, enlarge its scope, and increase its effective­
ness by the addition of a Children*s Bureau and local boards 
of public welfare in Virginia*s cities and counties* Other 
legislative successes achieved by this coalition of women's 
organizations included the creation of a statewide Juvenile 
Court system, immediate acceptance and implementation of 
the provisions of the federal Sheppard-Towner Maternity and 
Infancy Act which extended state welfare and hygiene
activities, and the adoption of a more or less comprehensive
20
bill for the regulation of child labor*
Controlling child labor activities always had posed 
particular difficulties for Virginia legislators* Critics 
of the 1908 Child Labor Law assailed the exemption of self- 
supporting children, yet proved unable to close this
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loophole* Even though the United States government 
endeavored to regulate child labor activities with the 
Keatingsowen Labor Law of 1918, it was impossible for 
federal authorities to eliminate the practice due to the 
presence of conflicting state laws. For example, Virginia 
legislators had appended their 1908 act to exclude
21
children hired by various agriculturally oriented Industries*
In the rural Commonwealth, children constituted a large
portion of field and farm labor, and parents, who often
withdrew children from school during planting and harvest
seasons, deemed state and federal child labor legislation
an unwarranted Invasion of their home and family life. One
contemporary historian quite correctly saw stringent
compulsory school laws and the "stamping out of illiteracy**
22
as the only way to terminate child labor in the South*
The 1922 Child Labor Act not only fixed age limits and 
set stricter hours of employment but also established 
physical and educational mlnimums for working children.
No child between thirteen and sixteen years of age could 
receive an employment certificate until he could correctly 
read and write the English language in sentences, and until
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he had completed the sixth grade or its equivalent#
Growing humanitarian sentiment throughout Virginia was
beginning to demand alterations in the old Dominion*s
notoriously harsh penal system* The Prisoner*s Relief
Society of New York, in 1919, pleaded with Governor Davis
to initiate a thorough investigation of Virginia*s penal
system* If a step above the notorious state of Delaware
which still employed the pillory, Virginia prisons still
used leg irons, the ball and chain, and "a cross" upon
24
which inmates were flogged*
As early as 1906, the legislature had established a
convict road force which was scattered throughout the
state at various "penal plantations*" Reform-minded
persons praised prison farm and road work because it
offered fresh air and sunshine and generally healthier
25
conditions for inmates,
A glimpse of Virginia*s penal institutions prior to 
1918 reveals horrible conditions* the state continued the 
nefarious convict lease systemi rehabilitation and educational 
programs were nonexistent in all three branches of the state 
penal systemi syphilis, gonorrhea, and other contagious 
diseases ran rampant in the institutions while the
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penitentiary board employed only a part-time doctori 
prisoners wore the traditional striped clothing and were 
forbidden to read newspapers*
Virginia*s General Assembly must share credit for 
reforming this archaic prison system with Governor Davis 
and progressive members of the Board of Charities and
26
Corrections (after 1922, the Department of public Health).
In 1918 and 1920, the General Assembly totally abolished
the leasing of convicts to private industries and replaced
this so-called "slave-task" practice with a "state-use"
system modeled after similar programs in Massachusetts,
27
New York, California and Wisconsin* inmates under the
new prison policy manufactured school equipment at low
cost to the state, ground lime for sale at discount rates
to Virginia farmers, and provided other low cost state
services. Samuel Gompers, President of the American
Federation of Labor, and organized labor in Virginia
endorsed the "state-use" system because it would "help
the convict help himself, so that the convict who...helps
himself most will get the most help from the state, that
upon release he may proved [sic] to be an asset for the state
28
rather than a liability."
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The 1918. Assembly also moved to counteract communicable 
disease by authorizing a full-time physician for the 
penitentiaries* In 1920, the state legislature endorsed 
substantial appropriations for the employment of convicts 
within prison walls* None of this legislation was effected, 
however, until Westmoreland Davis seized the Initiative 
in March and April, 1920, and ousted certain reactionaries 
on the Penitentiary Board and replaced them with more 
progressively inspired individuals* After April, 1920, the 
newly appointed penitentiary Board set in motion the 
legislative machinery for reforming Virginia* s penal 
institutions* The creation of printing and woodworking 
shops not only saved the state twenty*five to one hundred 
percent printing costs and provided low cost school 
equipment but also firmly established the “state-use” 
system by 1922, An additional state operated lime grinding 
plant kept hard core convicts employed, and the institution 
of elementary education within the prisons greatly 
facilitated penal reform. Full-time physicians immediately 
were employed and diseased prisoners were segregated and 
given medical treatment.
As late as 1920, Virginia*s legal system denied persons 
accused of crime the right of appeal to the Supreme Court*
In that year, by a vote of 46-37, the General Assembly 
endorsed prisoner*s rights to appeal to the Supreme 
Court in criminal cases and thereby joined Virginia 
to the list of progressive states which had already enacted
70
similar legislation. Proponents of the new law condemned
the Commonwealth*s longtime refusal of such rights as an
*’outworn relic of an autocratic age** and praised the recent
legislation as more in keeping with enlightened thought on
29
corrective measures.
At the suggestions of Governor Davis, Dr, Mastin of
the State Board of Charities and Corrections, and the
Juvenile protective Association, the 1920 legislative
session first considered statewide compulsory probation
for Virginia convicts. Mandatory probation would provide
criminals a second chance to attain respectability and
would benefit the state*s economy. It cost the state
approximately forty-three cents a day to keep an individual
in jail? under compulsory probation the same person would
30
cost the state only nineteen dollars a year. The 
experimental beginnings of compulsory probation and the 
**state-use’* system underscore the principles of economy 
and efficiency so closely associated with Virginia 
reform energies.
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B. WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE
Women’s suffrage provoked one of the fiercest forensic
battles in the history of the Virginia General Assembly*
In 1909, with the formation of the Virginia Equal Suffrage
League and the election of socially prominent Lila Meade
Valentine as its president, the feeble campaign for
enfranchisement of females was given a sense of direction*
The League endorsed an amendment to the Virginia
constitution rather than the federal constitution and
drafted a petition to this effect which was presented to
31
the 1912 General Assembly* The years after 1912 saw a 
tremendous women’s suffrage campaign and Virginia 
suffragettes continued to gain notoriety by championing 
a host of reform causes which included statewide compulsory 
education, workmen’s compensation laws and public health 
legislation.
How the General Assembly stood on the cause c^lebre.
in the words of one historian, "defies simplification and
32
...generalizations." For example, in the 1919 session, 
when the issue was the ratification of the Susan B* Anthony 
Amendment, faithful organization senators G. Walter Mapp 
and E* Lee Trlnkle launched the offensive for Virginia 
suffragettes. Senator Robert F* Leedy, who usually
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displayed anti-machine sympathies* led the assault on
ratification. Senator C* 0*Connor Goolrick and Delegates
R. L. Brewer and R. H. Willis* all organization stalwarts,
Joined Leedy in his condemnation of the Anthony amendment*
while Wilbur c* Hall, Davis*s key man in the House* voted
with the organization minority and Republicans in favor of
33
the amendment•
A certain number of •’medieval males11 in the legislature
opposed suffrage because they wished to keep their women on
pedestals. Delegate 5* H. Love delivered the following
speech to Virginia women in 1916 s
God mad© woman, not out of man*s head* that 
she may rule over him, nor yet from his foot 
that he may tread on her, but he made her 
from a rib of man's side, in order that she 
may be his companion and soothe him with 
her refining companionship. Almighty GodI 
forbid the day that Virginia shall adopt 
this suffrage heresy and drag her women 
down to~the soiling cesspool of political 
strife*^4
Most of the attacks on female suffrage stemmed from 
one source« fear that enfranchising white women would 
enfranchise Negro women and Inevitably compel whites to 
accept racial equality and the intermarriage of blacks and 
whites. Every argument for women*s suffrage was regarded
15
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as an argument for the enfranchisement of Negro women and
recalcitrant legislators refused to submit to either#
The Virginia Association Opposed to Women Suffrage
disseminated a pamphlet entitled “The Virginia General
Assembly and Women* s Suffrage*1 which described how Negroes,
through improved education, were becoming a threat to
white supremacy. If Negro illiteracy continued to decline
by twelve percent each decade and with the subsequent
death of older illiterates, understanding clauses would
pose little difficulty for potential Negro registrants,
•♦Then, in the ensuing struggle to restore white supremacy,
women would be Involved in the old-time fraud in which* • •
35
we are ashamed to have our men involved tw By exploiting 
such fears opponents of women suffrage defeated the 
amendment to the Virginia state constitution for three 
consecutive legislative sessions*
Women eventually began to employ such tactics as 
buttonholing politicians and delivering lively speeches 
to defiant legislators and by such means acquired more of 
a legislative following# In 1912, only twelve legislators 
had favored women#s suffrage! in 1914, only thirteen had 
voted for franchising women % but in 1916, the amendment 
lacked only nine votes of passing* Followers of the
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"militant yellow” (a popular term for women*s suffrage 
organizations used by contemporary Virginia newspapers) 
crowded into the Capitol galleries to await the 1916 
verdict. When the roll was called, forty delegates 
voted favorably, fifty*two voted against the measure,
Mrs* valentine declared it ”a most satisfactory vote”
36
and pledged to continue the fight in upcoming sessions.
Two years later, the Assembly successfully ignored
the suffrage issue because of the furor over the "mess
37
of prohibition pottage,” By the 1919 session, however, 
Mrs, Valentine and the Equal suffrage League had forsaken 
ratification of the state constitution and endorsed the 
Susan B# Anthony Amendment to the federal constitution. 
Governor Davis submitted the proposed federal amendment 
to the Virginia legislature on August 18, 1919, but 
deliberately neglected to advance any gubernatorial 
recommendations, president Wilson’s telegram to the 
members of the General Assembly on August 22 recommending 
ratification only hardened resistance to the measure. 
Senators Robert F, Leedy and William H. Jeffry decried 
Wilson's intervention as "pernicious political activity,”
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and the opposition in the House of Delegates condemned
the amendment as an "unwarranted, unnecessary, undemocratic,
and dangerous interference with rights reserved to the
38
States or to the people... •" Despite efforts to frame a
similar condemnatory resolution in the Senate, skillful
parliamentary maneuvering by G. Walter Mapp and E. Lee
Trinkle salvaged the suffrage amendment until the regular
39
session in 1920.
Between the closing of the extra session and the
opening of the regular 1920 session, Virginia’s political
leaders opposed to women’s suffrage were confronted with
the constitutional dilemma of how to avoid the nineteenth
amendment which certainly would be ratified by autumn of
1920. And if women’s suffrage were to become the law of
the land, Virginia legislators would have to devise some
means of restricting Negro women’s suffrage. Other
southern states anxiously awaited their action, "lest
it (the South) be plunged again into those unforgettable
conditions which surrounded the ballot box in reconstruct
40
tion days, when it was fighting for white supremacy.”
Carrie Chapman Catt, national suffrage leader, had 
addressed the legislature in 1919 and had attempted to 
arrest the fears of Virginia legislators concerning
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increased political activity among Negroes* It was her
contention that Negro women*s suffrage could be checked
by applying the restrictions on Negro male voters as
contained in section 19 of the 1902 state constitution.
Congressman Henry D. Flood also approved of granting
female suffrage through state legislation and implementing
the poll tax and literacy test*
Governor Davis transmitted the Susan B* Anthony
Amendment to the General Assembly again on February 6* 1920*
and again it encountered stiff opposition. Resolutions
recommending defeat were drafted! resolutions approving
the amendment were rejected* Then Senator Junius E. West
proposed a compromise solution reflecting the ideas of
41
Miss Catt and Congressman Flood. West recommended an 
amendment to the state constitution containing identical 
voting requirements for males and females patterned after 
the 1902 stipulations. The West proposal was to become 
operative only after thirty*six states ratified the 
Anthony Amendment. This proposal passed both houses of 
the Assembly by large majorities* On the same day, the 
Assembly overwhelmingly rejected the federal amendment
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by a vote of 62-22. Thus by state legislation, Virginia 
successfully eschewed federal voting laws just as it had 
done in 1902. When the federal women’s suffrage amend­
ment went into effect on August 26, 1920, the West 
statute, held constitutional by Attorney General John R.
Saunders, furnished machinery enabling Virginia women
42
to vote in elections. The prolonged dispute over 
women’s suffrage clearly substantiates the thesis that 
progressivism and social justice legislation in Virginia 
was for whites only.
G. MORAL REFORM 
Virginia legislators, having just witnessed the debut 
of industrialism in the Commonwealth, confidently believed 
they could eliminate moral evils. If Virginians were 
naive in assuming that direct legislation could remedyi
moral ills, progressives in other states held identical 
utopian notions.
A recently published article concerning religious 
liberalism in the South during the progressive era 
dismisses the widespread idea that southern church life 
was thoroughly fundamentalist, and suggests that there 
were strong elements of social Christianity as espoused 
by the social gospel movement. Southern Presbyterians,
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Baptist©t and especially Methodists* influenced by their
pastors and church leaders* subscribed to this social
awakening by seeking legislative solutions to drunkenness*
43
prostitution* and gambling*
Often cited as the "Moral Reform Session," the 1916 
General Assembly had an excellent legislative record in 
this area of reform* One of the most far-reaching 
measures was the 1916 Browning Anti-Vice bill* Copied 
after an Iowa law, the anti-vice bill declared the 
maintenance* occupation* or use of a house for immoral 
purposes to be a nuisance and provided for injunctive 
proceedings against owners and agents of such property*
A decided majority voted for the measure which would
44
"destroy social evil by striking at its habitation*1*
Another law strongly supported by this Assembly was
designed to exterminate systematically the white-slave
45
trade in the Old Dominion* The 1916 Assembly also 
adopted an "absolute and uncompromising" anti-gambling 
law. Introduced by Delegate John W. Stephenson, the 
gambling bill declared betting, wagering* or playing at
33
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games for money* unlawful and punished violators with a
46
fine of $100 or sixty days in jail or both.
The session* a primary handiwork in the area of moral
reform, however, had been in establishing additional
measures by which prohibition was to take effect after
November 1, 1916. Traditionally portrayed as a reactionary
measure* prohibition can also be seen as a product of the
same moral idealism inherent in the progressive movement*
although a complication of political factors rendered this
issue far from a clear-cut progressive-reactionary one in 
7
Virginia•
The prohibition act known as the Mapp Law forbid the 
manufacture* sale* offering for sale* and keeping for sale 
of such ardent spirits as Malcohol, brandy* whiskey* rum* 
gin* wine* porter* ale, beer, all malt liquors, absinthe* 
and all compounds or mixtures of any of them with any 
vegetable or other substance...all beverages containing 
more than one-half of one per centum of alcohol by volume* 
except as herein provided." This was accomplished as "an 
exercise of the police power of the State for the protection 
of the State, for the protection of the public health* peace 
and morals* and the prevention of the sale and use of ardent 
spirits, and all of its provisions shall be liberally
4 6.... r~"... """ ni"~  ...... ' ..."" " ' '.... ’... "~"ri  T'"r n'r
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construed to effect these objects, ”
The law did not ban the importation of liquors from
other states where alcoholic beverages could be sold
legally* but it did establish limits on a Virginian*s
total monthly consumption of alcohol which was not to
exceed a quart of distilled liquor or three gallons of
beer or one gallon of wine. The act contained intricate
regulations for enforcement which would be carried out
by a commissioner of prohibition appointed by the General
Assembly for a four year term and authorized to appoint
48
deputies and inspectors and engage attorneys. In this
way the 1916 legislature created an independent arm of
the state government charged with the sole duty of
bringing about a rigid enforcement of the prohibition
law. For carrying out the public will as expressed in
the prohibition referendum of 1914* the Richmond Times-
Dispatch praised the General Assembly of 1916 and predicted
that it would "occupy a peculiar and separate niche...”
in the state's legislative history and ”the Mapp bill*
driving from Virginia soil stimulants and beverages that
have been in daily use in the Commonwealth since John
Smith sailed up the James to the foot of Third Street, will
49
for all time stand as its distinctive creation.,..”
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Much of the credit for passage must go to the 
partnership between the Virginia Anti-Saloon League9led 
by Bishop James Cannon, and organization Democrats • Anti­
organization men, urban representatives, and those machine 
men who did not wish Cannon and the organization to dominate
their lives, disassociated themselves from the liquor crusade
50
and fought it.
From the beginning opponents correctly observed that 
the Mapp law did not have the endorsement of the wettest 
elements in the state, the poor whites and Negroes, who had 
not voted in the 1914 referendum* prohibition was launched 
then "without their consent and they would form the greatest 
potential for lawbreaking and^the downfall of the principle 
of legislative prohibition*" Not only did its opponents 
consider enforcement of Virginia*s prohibition law 
impossible, they castigated the virtual independence of the 
enforcement agency and the augmented political power of the 
Anti-Saloon League* The strength of the ecclesiastical 
politicians had been amply demonstrated in the 1916 session 
when they defeated with machine-like precision five
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amendments to the Happ Act designed to check the autonomous
nature of the prohibition agency and curb its political 
52
involvement»
Federal attempts to eliminate “demon rum** also
Illuminated the political machinations of the League. “Drys”
at the national level scored a success In passing the Reed
“Bone-Dry** Act# prohibiting from the United States mails
all liquor advertisements# orders# and all liquors destined
for a dry state even if dry states# such as Virginia, did
not limit the importation of such ardent spirits. Bishop
Cannon predicted the “Bone*Dry* law would create adverse
effects in Virginia where many legislators had voted for
banishing saloons and breweries so long as they themselves
were not compelled to abstain from drink# Forbidden
interstate shipments might cause these legislators “to
53
repeal or modify their present prohibition laws.*1 Such 
action obviously threatened the political omnipotence of 
the League. Opponents lost no time in suggesting that 
Cannon* s lust for political power was overwhelming his 
moral idealism. The charges of hypocrisy leveled at 
Cannon# the passage of the Reed Act# the numerous violations 
of the Mapp Law# and the rising costs of maintaining an 
independent enforcement agency# caused the tide to turn 
against the Mdrysw in the 1917 elections.
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Not only did the “wet" V/estrao reland Davis (though he
himself was an abstainer# he favored local option and was
called a “wet” by his opponents) defeat the two "dry*1
gubernatorial candidates in 1917, but also "wets" triumphed
over "drys" in the legislative elections of that year* From
1917 through 1920* when the General Assembly totally
emasculated the Mapp Act# the Richmond Times* Pi snatch and
other Virginia newspapers# the Southern Planter* and the
anti-temperance coalition in the state legislature waged a
pitiless propaganda war against the misuse of political
54
power by prohibition forces. A 1920 investigation of the
Prohibition Commissioner# the Reverend J • Sidney Peters,
and his department# revealing his plan for manipulating
county and district elections for the expressed purpose
of securing a legislature favorable to his agency# produced
widespread publicity and added substance to the charge that
"The Prohibition Department was conceived by deception#
born of political expediency and nurtured by religious
hypocrisy,.**w and "The Anti-saloon League,... is a parasite
55
upon the body politic.”
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That very perceptive contemporary, H. L. Mencken,
sensed the shameful state of Virginia politics brought
about by this moral experiment when he wrote in 1917*
Politics in Virginia are cheap, ignorant, 
parochial, idiotic? there is scarcely a man 
in office above the rank of a petty job­
seeker, the political doctrine that prevails 
is made up of hand-me-downs from the 
humpkinry of the Mlddle-West--Bryanism, 
prohibition, vice crusading, all that sort 
of clap-trapi the administration of the 
law is turned over to professors of 
Puritanism and espionage*...
The "pernicious political activity” of the agency
ended in 1922 with the formal abolition of the prohibition
Department* Interest in moral reform legislation subsequently
diminished and the Assembly terminated its career as a
supervisor of public morals* For example, a movie censorship
bill and several other items of a moral nature were killed
in committee* The Richmond Times-Dlspatch declared these
bills were desired only by "professional reformers” and
57
that public opinion was censorship enough*
However misguided Virginia legislators may have been, 
they originally operated on the belief that the liquor 
establishment was anathema to social progress and humani­
tarian principles. Unfortunately, Virginia's political-
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ecclesiastical machine lost sight of the original goals 
of the "noble experiment” which after 1916 degenerated 
into political opportunism that made a sham of the 
progressive reform Impulse.
Despite the ineffectiveness and adverse results of 
moral progresslvism, there was a more positive side to 
social engineering in Virginia. However haltingly steps 
were taken, by 1920 the public service concept of the 
state was a foregone conclusion in the Old Dominion* 
Traditional individualism, long espoused by Virginia 
politicians, was disappearing despite any rhetoric to 
the contrary. Clearly one can see a breakdown of the 
old doctrine of personal responsibility in the acceptance 
of such principles as state aid to widowed indigent 
mothers, workmen's compensation, increased restrictions 
on the employment of children, a statewide public welfare 
service, and a ”state-use" industrial system in the 
Commonwealth's penitentiaries. Such reforms, usually 
associated with the progressive era, were accomplished 
in the Commonwealth by the second decade of the 
twentieth century and made her institutions and services 
decidedly more responsive to the needs of citizens 
throughout the state*
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF PROGRESSIVISM IN THE 
VIRGINIA GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1916-1920
A. A "PROGRESSIVE PROFILE”
In explaining the nature of progresslvism in the
postwar years, historians have generally emphasized the
middle-class, business-oriented aspects of the movement*
In Old Virginia Restored, Raymond H. pulley advanced a
challenging thesis about a "tradition-oriented reform
movement” and the motivation of Virginia*s progressive
leaders. His analysis draws heavily upon two earlier
studies of progressivism t Richard Hofstadter*s The Age
of Reform in which the author finds "status anxiety” as
the primary force in motivating men toward reform, and
George B. Tindall's Emergence of the New South which
suggests that the reform impulse continued In the South
in the 1920*s as "business progresslvism” which emphasized
1
governmental economy and efficiency* pulley's conclusions 
are very similar. As manifested in the Old Dominion,
I ' :
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"bttalnea* progressivismM was a continuation or Mnew form’* 
of the reform impulse begun in the early 1900*®. The 
latter wanted to limit the democratic feature® of the 
1869 Underwood Constitution which had fostered political 
upheavals of the Readjuster and Populist variety in the 
late nineteenth century# Leaders of this movement wished 
to restore the political and social stability of antebellum 
days through a series of economic* social and administrative
reforms and through elite rule of Virginia ,ftraditional 1stsM
2
or wold-time Virginians *11 Unlike Hofstadter, however* who 
contends that progressive® shared some distinct and special 
class characteristic®* Pulley does not delve deeply into 
the social basis of Virginia's politics* nor does he 
identify the elements in Virginia society who opposed or 
supported reform measures*
answer® to several questions about the people Involved 
may shed new light on Virginia*® progressive movement# Who 
supported progressive measure® in the old Dominion? What 
were their background® and occupations? Were they from 
rural or urban areas in the state? By furnishing even 
partial answers to these questions* it may be possible to 
clarify the nature of the reform Impulse in Virginia*
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Many studies of the movement have been 1imited to 
analyzing the progressive party organization, but such an 
approach supplies only a fragmentary knowledge of pro* 
gressIvism. Excluded from these studies are those 
Democrats who advocated progressive reforms and those 
Republicans who supported reform proposals but who were 
unwilling to reject their traditional party affiliation.
In Virginia any progressive legislation had to be 
accomplished within the traditional framework of the
3
dominant Democratic party and its Republican adversaries. 
Those who advocated and defended reform measures in the 
legislature from 1916 through 1920 constitute the pro* 
gresslve bloc in Virginia politics.
Adequate information was available on the General 
Assembly to conduct an investigation. The voting record 
of each of the 208 delegates who served in Virginians 
lower house between 1916 and 1920 was prepared on the 
basis of forty*eight roll call votes on progressive 
measures. It was Impossible to determine the progressive 
voting records in the upper house because of extensive 
use of unrecorded voice votes, Differences of opinion 
in the upper house were settled prior to final roll call 
and do not appear, for the most part, in the Senate Journal.
 3------------------------------------------- :-----------
Of all the men who served in the Virginia House of 
Delegates between 1916 and 1920, only twovere not 
affiliated with the two traditional parties, on© was 
an Independent (C, Henry Harmon, Tazewell and Buchanan) 
and the other, identified with the Progressive or Bull* 
Moose party (G. Claude Bond* Scott County).
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While this examination can provide only a partial 
explanation of progressivism it does bring out a large 
number of those who opposed and supported reform measures 
in Virginia*
Of the 208 legislators who served in the Virginia
House of Delegates from 1916 through 1920* biographical
4
information was available for 159* of these identifiable 
delegates* 136 were Democrats, twenty**two were Republicans, 
and one was an Independent*
As would perhaps be expected in the lower house of a 
state legislature, the majority of members were fairly 
young* The average age of members for the four sessions 
under study was 46*9* Of the entire group, only English** 
b o m  T* C* Comrains was not a native American* The over* 
whelming majority (143) of Democrats and Republicans were 
Virginians by birth* Sixteen non-Virginians claimed 
birthplaces from Ohio southward to Texas. Only one of the 
entire group was a New Englander*
Of those whose religious affiliation is known (147), 
all were Protestants. The greatest number were associated 
with the Baptist Church (44), while significant numbers 
were Episcopalians (34), Methodists (34), and Presbyterians (25).
4""  ..
E. Griffith Dodson, Members of the General Assembly of 
the Commonwealth of Virginia* T?i?-1939 (Richmond, va*, 
1940yi Information was available for only fifty-five 
members of the 1916 session and was lacking for seven 
members of the 1918 session*
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As one might suspect, the greatest number of college 
educated delegates had degrees from the University of 
Virginia (29)* Fifteen were alumni of the University of 
Richmond, and ten received diplomas from Washington and 
Lee University. The remaining Virginia educated members 
acquired degrees from smaller institutions, including 
The College of William and Mary. Twenty-one had graduated 
from out-of-state schools# of this number, four were alumni 
of Columbia University, one of Cornell, and two of George­
town University (one, Wilbur C. Hall was an Episcopalian} 
the other, Thomas Lomax Hunter, gave no religious affiliation 
in Dodson*s book). Two had received their training in 
European universities--one in Germany, the other in Paris. 
Forty-nine Individuals had not attended college or 
professional school.
The legal profession and various types of businessmen 
formed the two largest occupational groupings. Fifty were 
lawyers, and an equal number were owners or directors of 
small family-owned business operations or local banks.
Farmers were the next largest single occupational group 
(38), most owning large, prosperous dairy farms and 
orchards or raising purebred cattle and horses. The 
remainder were professional men, including eight doctors, 
three ministers, four publishers, two professors, and one 
high school teacher.
Virginia delegates shared at least one other character­
istic* all were relatively inexperienced in organized
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politics# Only thirty-three of the 159 for whom background 
data was available had ever served in the Virginia legis­
lature before 1916# Two (one Democrat and one Republican) 
had served as United States Representatives from Virginia#
By assembling this social, economic and political data# 
one can compose a composite picture of the Virginia House 
of Delegates during the years 1916 through 1920# Generally 
young in age and political experience, all were white and 
Protestant. The vast majority were native Virginians, 
educated within the state, and as lawyers, independent 
businessmen and prosperous farmers, they were firmly 
rooted in the rural, small-town environment which characterized 
Virginia at the turn of the century#
Despite this similarity in background, for each session 
distinct voting patterns emerge from a detailed study of roll 
call votes. On the basis of the recorded votes (see Appendix 
A), the total number of times each legislator voted for 
reform measures in each session of the General Assembly was 
computed. A similar computation was made according to the 
political, geographical, age, &ad socio-economic backgrounds 
of delegates (see Appendix B)• Four characteristics are 
apparent. First, those in the 40-49 age bracket supported 
progressive legislation most frequently# Second, although 
a distinct minority and rarely of sufficient strength to 
decide an issue, the Republican legislators generally 
registered a more progressive voting record than did 
Democrats# Third, doctors, publishers, teachers, and
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professional men generally supported reform measures with
enthusiasm# Fourth# the data lends credence to John Lee
jEighmy's recent suggestion that members of southern
Protestant denominations, especially the Methodists# were
affected by the doctrines of social Christianity and
displayed enthusiasm in state legislatures for progressive 
5
reforms#
An examination of roll call votes on specific issues 
reveals further information about those who supported 
progressive reforms. While there was widespread agreement 
on some of these proposals (such as the Executive Budget 
Bill and the final State Highway Bill), a considerable 
number of issues evoked controversy among the delegates#
For this analysis, the voting records of each delegate 
were recorded on a variety of those issues which were of 
interest to progressives throughout the nation and in 
Virginia in particular (see Appendix A). The 159 delegates 
of known background and occupation were assigned to the 
appropriate interest groups (e#g«, Phillip W* Murray was 
twenty-nine, a Democrat, a lawyer, college educated, a 
city resident, and a Methodist), and the percentage of those 
in each group voting in a progressive manner was recorded 
for each of twenty votes (see Appendix C)« On these 
twenty votes as a whole the various interest groups compiled 
the following voting record.
John Lee Eighmy, MReligious Liberalism in the South 
During the Progressive Era,M Church History# XXXVIII 
(September, 1969), 369-371.
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PERCENTAGE OF PROGRESSIVE VOTES OF VARIOUS INTEREST GROUPS 
ON THE TWENTY MOST SIGNIFICANT QUESTIONS, 
19X6*1920 GENERAL ASSEMBLIES*
INTEREST GROUP % INTEREST GROUP %
Unknown religious Republicans 55
affiliation 80
Democrats 55
Pro f ess ionals 75
Lawyers 55
Farmers 75
Thirty year olds 50
Cities 70
EiRhtv year olds 50
Members of
small Protestant Presbyterians 45
denominations" ’ 70
Fifty year olds 45
Methodists 60
Baptists 40
College graduates 60
Seventy year olds 40
Sixty year olds 60
Counties 35
Forty year olds 55
Businessmen 30
Twenty year olds 55
Non*college 30
EpiscopalIans 20
Clearly, professional men and farmers were the most 
numerous supporters of the twenty issues under study. 
Significant help also came from lawyers, hut only thirty
For example, the Episcopalians were above the median 
vote of all delegates on only two of the twenty issuesi 
city delegates were above the median on fourteen of 
twenty Issues. (See Appendix C)
kk
Those belonging to small Protestant denominations in 
Virginia included five members of the Christian Church, 
four members of the progressive Brethren Church, and 
one Lutheran.
percent of the businessmen voting endorsed these twenty
reforms, Members of the House with college educations
voted for -more progressive measures than did their less
well educated colleagues* City representatives voted
for reforms more frequently than county delegates#
An examination of age groups supporting specific
reforms between 1916 and 1920 reveals a pattern similar
to the one discovered in the general survey of each of
the four legislative sessions! younger delegates tended
6
to be slightly more reform minded* The roll call votes 
indicate that of all those affiliated with the largest 
religious denominations in Virginia* Methodists were 
most active in their support of progressive measures*
However* the votes show interest was also prevalent among 
those few members of the Christian Church (5)* the 
Progressive Brethren. Church (4), and the Lutheran- faith 
(1) and also was widespread among those whose religious 
preferences were unknown*
Both Democrats and Republicans were selective as to 
which kind of reform they chose to support* Democrats 
backed consumer, humanitarian* and social Justice legisla­
tion more often than the Republicans* They also voted more
 5-------------------------------------- 1--------------
Though those delegates in their sixties and eighties 
voted for at least fifty percent of the reforms under 
study* the statistics are somewhat misleading* Numeri­
cally, those in their sixties and eighties were a 
minority in the legislature (forty-one were sixty* 
one was eighty) while those under fifty represented the 
largest age group (202),
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regularly for moral reforms than their opponents# 
Republicans# on the other hand# were more disposed to 
champion administrative and political justice measures 
and unquestionably were among the greatest adherents 
of women #s suffrage•
The reforms favored by various occupational groups 
also followed distinctive patterns. For example# business* 
men in the House were more likely to support administra­
tive and political reforms rather than humanitarian# 
school, and consumer protection proposals. Support for 
administrative reform bills was even stronger among 
professionals and farmers. Though lawyers voted for 
humanitarian reforms more often than any other occupational 
group# they lagged behind professional men and farmers in 
overall progressive voting. In summary, the reform spirit 
in the House was widespread among better educated# 
professionals# farmers# Methodists# and city delegates 
under the age of fifty# while other groups endorsed special 
types of reform according to their particular interests.
B. THE NATURE OF THE REFORM EFFORT 
The attraction of middle-class professionals and city 
dwellers throughout the country to reform ideals has been
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commented on widely in studies of progressivisra* in 
reaction to a burgeoning industrial economy and to the 
accompanying need for governmental services and regulation* 
there was a discernible progressive voter trend in Virginia 
during the World war I era* Every city in the state (with 
the exceptions of Roanoke and Danville) voted for reform 
candidate Westmoreland Davis in 1917* and voting records 
indicate a similar Interest in reform measures on the part 
of the delegates in the General Assembly, in many ways#
World War I brought the realities of modern industrial 
America to the Old Dominion and forced change upon the 
legislature*
Several factors may be involved in the voting pattern 
of Virginia*s farmer delegates* In the first place,
Governor Westmoreland Davis was himself an entrepreneurial 
farmer of considerable fame among Virginia planters*
Davis*s political Ideas were circulated widely among 
Virginia*a business farmers in his own southBm Planter, 
a farm Journal espousing scientific and modem business 
approaches to agriculture* Host political articles in 
this magazine advocated administrative* political, and 
consumer reforms and farmers in the legislature particularly 
supported these Issues between 1916 and 1920, Also, as
 *— 7 --------------------------------     :-----
George E* Howry# The California Progressives (Berkeley* 
Cal*» 1951), 86-104* Richard Hofstadter# The Age of 
Reform (New York* 1955), 131-172* Robert H* Wiebe,
The Search for order* 1877*1920 (New York* 1967), 164- 
1951 Dewey w* Grantham,The Democratic South (Athena, 
Ga., 1963), 52-53.
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Dewey Grantham suggests, farmers increasingly joined city
delegates in their resentment of the "colonial status’* of
the pre-World War I South and therefore may have seen
industrialization as beneficial. They recognized that
this could only be accomplished through increased state
action to ameliorate the deleterious effects of rapid
8
social and economic change.
Statistical data in this study supports the contention 
that Presbyterians and Baptists were "discriminating and 
selective” in their support of legislative solutions to 
social, economic and political Ills, while Methodists 
generally endorsed the progressive "Protestant Social 
Awakening" and directed their attention to a variety of 
social, industrial, and moral questions. That Virginia’s 
Methodist delegates imbibed the Ideals of progressive 
Christianity is implied in their strong endorsement of 
women’s suffrage and in their general support of social 
justice and moral reforms presented to the General Assembly 
in the years 1916 through 1920.
This investigation shows that Virginia progressivism 
of the post-World War I era offered the broad program of 
governmental efficiency and expanded public services 
outlined by George B* Tindall and Raymond pulley. However,
^   ------------------------------
Grantham, The Democratic South, 52 j William T. Kerr, Jr., 
"The Progressives of Washington, 1910-1912," LV 
(January, 1964), 19. Kerr has Identified significant 
numbers of prosperous business-farmers similar to those 
in Virginia as among the strongest adherents of 
progressivism in the state of Washington.
9
Eighray, "Religious Liberalism in the South,” 369-371.
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contrary to implications made by Tindall and pulley*
statistics in this study indicate that Virginia delegates
with entrepreneurial backgrounds were not the staunchest
10
supporters of ’’new form” or "business progressivism."
From this analysis it appears other occupational groups
advocated progressive measures more often than businessmen.
For example, businessmen in the House of Delegates between
1916 and 1920 supported only thirty percent of twenty
progressive bills while professionals and farmers endorsed
11
seventy-five percent of those measures. Thus it seems 
the progressive phenomena of the World War I era was more 
diversified and much more complex than the doctrine of 
"business progressivism" alone would indicate.
What factors were most responsible for motivating 
Virginia progressivism in the World War I years? First and 
foremost, the war enlivened business and urban activity In 
the Old Dominion and gave many Virginians their first 
taste of the Industrialization that leading citizens had 
been preaching since the days of Henry Grady* Industrialism 
not only quickened prosperity in the Commonwealth, but also 
bred a new generation of social, political and economic
TO
Tindall, "Business Progressivism," 92-106* pulley,
Old Virginia Restored, 171-175,
11
See chart, PERCENTAGE OF PROGRESSIVE VOTES, 93.
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problems requiring immediate governmental attention. The 
lure of affluence and the realization that governmental 
structure and services must not only accommodate but also 
complement a modernizing, industrial community account for 
the strong endorsement given economy and efficiency reform 
proposals. ■»
Fluidity within the traditional framework of the 
Democratic party furnishes a second explanation for rising 
interest in reform legislation in the second decade of 
the twentieth century. Virginians took great interest in 
the 1917 Democratic gubernatorial primary which yielded 
such startling results for the Commonwealth’s machine- 
oriented government. Three gubernatorial contestants 
appeared in 1917j J. Taylor Ellyson, the organization 
candidate, was supported by Bishop James M. Cannon, leader 
of Virginia’s Anti-Saloon Leagues John Garland Pollard, 
Attorney General of Virginia, was backed by remnants of 
the old Glass anti-organization wing of the Democratic 
partys and Westmoreland Davis, a newcomer to the Virginia 
political scene who had served as owner and publisher of 
the Southern Planter and past president of the State 
Farmer’s Institute, ran as an independent Democratic 
candidate, A study of the 1917 gubernatorial primary 
identifies as Davis supporters entrepreneurial planters, 
seed and farm equipment dealers, a few county sheriffs, 
court clerks, judges, superintendents of schools, and a
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large number of urban and professional men* The 
appearance of three candidates for governor, each 
seeking to win the Democratic nomination, reopened 
dormant factionalism within the dominant political 
party*
Westmoreland Davis constantly assailed the
‘•triumvirate that is seeking to make a great moral
question (prohibition) a stepping-stone to political
power, • and pleaded with Virginia citizens "to manage
their own affairs instead of permitting a few individuals
13
to control the future destinies of the state*" Flaying 
the "ecclesiastical politicians" and the "machine," the 
independent gubernatorial candidate pledged to introduce 
scientific business methods to the administration of 
Virginia*s official affairs*
Davis*s platform advocated the LaFollette style 
progressivism with Which he had become familiar on an 
extended trip to the University of Wisconsin in 1911.
Denying the epithet ”Farmer*s Candidate" given him by 
his opponents, he called for Virginians to "abandon in 
our school of economics the austere individualism that 
has created an aristocracy of wealth, and set in motion
 T5------------------------------------------------------------------
Jack Temple Kirby, "Alcohol and Irony* The Campaign 
of Westmoreland Davis for Governor, 1909-1917," 
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography. LXXXII 
(July, 1965), 244-275.
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Richmond Times-Dispatch (Virginia), July 27, August 
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the benign methods of aided individualism, which offers 
opportunity to all, not in agriculture alone, but in all 
the walks of life# England, Ireland, France, Germany, 
and the Progressive northwestern states have blazed the
wayj we have but to profit by their experience and
14
example#'* Thus did Davis add to his platform such 
policies as equal pay for women doing men's work, a work* 
man* s compensation act, more severe restrictions on women 
and child work hours, popular election of the State 
Corporation Commission, and dissolution of a variety of 
Virginia trusts*
Surprisingly, Richmond, the home of both Ellyson and 
Pollard, went to Davis, as did most cities in the old 
Dominion. In addition to his urban victories, Davis
carried fifty percent of the vote in thirty-five Virginia
15
counties* While the unexpected election of Davis can be 
attributed primarily to factionalism within the Democratic 
party and public antagonism toward the political manipula- 
tions of Bishop Cannon and the Anti-Saloon League, there 
was clearly an awakening interest in Wisconsin progressivism 
within some circles in Virginia.
With his inauguration in February, 1918, Davis began 
four years of political maneuvering to build up an 
organization of his own# He constantly reminded the
 TS-----------------:----------------------
Kirby, "Alcohol and Irony," 263*
15
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legislature that "the affairs of the state should be
16
conducted as those of a business concern#*1 in 1919 the 
death of Thomas Staples Hart in * the machine "boss,** added 
further uncertainty to organisation polities* Despite the 
fact that Davis had won the gubernatorial office on an 
anti-machine platform and that he had only a few political 
allies in the legislature, the Increasing popularity of 
the "spirit of Wisconsin idea," the absence of a machine 
leader# and the possibility of a new Democratic political 
organization subscribing to progressivism# threatened the 
old Democratic regime and caused the organization-dominated 
General Assembly to cooperate with him in passing a number 
of Important reforms*
Unlike the earlier Montague reformers# who represented 
Democratic insurgency# the progressives between 1916 and 
1920 were men of differing ideologies* Machine Democrats# 
anti-organization Democrats# and some forward-looking 
Republicans joined forces in enacting a commendable record 
of progressive legislation* But legislators in the period 
under study never reached the extent of agreement on 
progressivism necessary for continued partisan political 
action* Thus after 1920# when Harry Byrd successfully laid
   ----------------------------------------------------
Jack Temple Kirby# Westmoreland Davis* vlralnla 
Planter--Politician, 1859-1942 (Charlottesville*
Vs#' * 1968)* 16*
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the foundation for his personal leadership of a renewed 
Democratic machine* any member of the party who dared to 
criticize his programs or be independent jeopardized his 
future political career* Even Westmoreland Davis was 
destroyed politically in 1922* after the new Byrd 
organization closed ranks on him and defeated his attempt 
to secure a seat in the United States Senate#
Although Virginia legislators who endorsed progressive 
measures never constituted a unified group, they shared 
some common traits* Those who supported administrative 
reorganization, consumer protection proposals* prohibition* 
measures against vice* and economic expansion all believed 
social and political engineering would create a better 
Commonwealth by ending irrationality and wastefulness in 
its many forms. This quest for economy and efficiency among 
various types of reformers is enough to suggest some 
ideological unity. The inspiration and the weaknesses of 
their entire approach to reform were clearly influenced by 
this uncompromising faith in economy and efficiency and 
the equity of laissez-faire economics, and by their white, 
Protestant backgrounds. While progressives in the General 
Assembly possessed a confidence in legislation as a means 
to their ends* in retrospect, because of their commitment 
to these ideals and their white, Anglo-Saxon heritage, the 
legislative victories of Virginia*s social justice reformers 
failed to better the socio-economic conditions of the 
poorer segments of the commonwealth*s population. For
104
example* the very Infrequent comments made by Virginia
legislators in reference to Negroes were almost always
negative as in the debates on women’s suffrage and the
compulsory school law* In 1920, the General Assembly
enacted a law strengthening the control of white Democrats
17
on the party primary. But In Ignoring the plight of 
blacks and in failing to alter substantially some other 
socio-economic adversities, Virginia’s progressives were
18
little different from most reformers throughout the nation.
Despite these shortcomings, reform legislation enacted 
by Virginia progressives in the General Assembly between 
1916 and 1920 is evidence that the progressive impulse 
did not pass from the Virginia scene after 1912. With their 
new reform governor at the helm and faced with the demands 
of industrialism, the state legislature not only simplified 
and streamlined Virginia’s political administration, but 
also passed measures furthering the public service concept 
of the state. Virginia’s lawmakers successfully applied 
corporate management techniques to government administration 
with the institution of the executive budget and State 
Purchasing Commission and approached the apex of modernity 
with the creation of a thoroughgoing state highway system
 T7----------------------------------------------------------------------
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and a world port located at Hampton Roads. Though by 
far the .greatest strides in reform had been taken in the 
areas of economy and efficiency, state responsibility for 
public welfare and morals and governmental restrictions in 
the economic sector were not totally ignored in the years 
between 1916 and 1920. Bills calling for anti-trust and 
anti-monopoly laws, public election of judges, strengthened 
compulsory education legislation, prohibition, women’s 
suffrage, and other social and moral reforms were introduced 
and passed on the floor of the legislature in these years*
Out of four years of progressive legislation came 
the centralization and systematization of modern business 
technology and the public service concept of the state. 
Although the impact of Virginia’s World War I era progressives 
was insufficiently strong to shape the course of political 
life for the next three decades, it can be said truthfully 
that the General Assembly had momentarily Ignored Jefferson’s 
maxim "that government is best which governs least,*1 and 
had been made a better place as a result.
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APPENDIX A
VOTE CHARTS OF REFORM LEGISLATION 
WITHIN THE 1916, 1918, 1919, and 1920
SESSIONS OF THE VIRGINIA HOUSE OF DELEGATES
I* Legend for column 1*
•Whether a member of the legislature represented a city 
or a county is given. The letter T stands for cityi 
the letter c, for county,
II. Legend for Column 2,
Biographical information on each of the delegates is 
presented in a series of five consecutive letters and 
figures, 1) The first letter in the column indicates 
occupation! F stands for farmeri p, professional* L» 
lawyer* B, businessman, 2) The second figure records 
the age of each delegate. 3) The third letter describes 
educational training and is indicated with an E for 
college educated and an N for those who never attended 
college, 4) The last letter indicates religious 
affiliationi M represents Methodists* z, Baptists*
A, Presbyterians * 5, Episcopalians* o* small Protestant 
groups (which includes five members of the Christian 
Church, four of the Progressive Brethren church, and 
one member of the Lutheran faith)* and U, those whose 
religious affiliation was unknown* Biographical data 
was available for all but forty-five members of the 
1916 House of Delegates and seven of the 1918 session,
III, Legend in Column 3.
Party affiliation is presented in column 3. R indicates 
Republican* I, Independent. The majority. Indicated 
by a blank, were Democrats,
IV, The name of each delegate, last name first, is given 
in Column 4.
V, The votes are presented in the remaining columns* a 
small x for positive votes* an o for negative votes j 
and an & indicates not voting. All progressive votes 
have been presented as positive votes,
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LEGEND TO W TE CHART I
m m m  votes  i n  th e  house of d e le g a te s  c h a r te d
w m m  THE 1916 SESSION OF THE VIRGINIA GENERAL ASSEMBLY
1* Removal, of appointed school hoard trustees? yeas-49? 
nays *43 f House Journal# 1916, 330*332*
2* Free school books i yeas *461 nays-28t House Journal a 1916# 
234*
3. Vote by registered mail In elections % yeas*43% nays*40# 
House Journal* 1916* 639*
4* Anti*vice law* yeas*82 5 nays*12% House Journal* 1916. 422*
5* Reed # Bone* Dry** ill it yeas*41| nays *44 j House Journal * 
1916* 871»
6 . Coordinate college for women at University of V ir g in ia #  
yeas*461 nays*48? House Journal* .1916* 948#
7* Women's Suffrage, Amendment# yeas*40t nays^Sli House 
Journal * 1916* 6Cl*
8* Compulsory School Law* yeas -59t nays-231 House Journal* 
1916. 510* '
9* Regulate ■ child labor § yea#*29i fiaya*47# pouae journal. 191 
1129*
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TOTE CHART 1 
VIRGINIA HOUSE Of DELEGATES, 1916 SESSION
City or Biographical
Countv Sata ..... Partv N am e JL J l 3 4 5■**•* £ 7 8 9
C Mamt#A*S* K e O o X X X X 0-
C F4 l H & 4 a a s i l * £ b X 5fe * X * o 0 e X
c B 4 5 N S ialsar*fl*p* X X X X 0 X o X o
c B aS cer#W « ¥ * o X ■0 X 0 X X X X
c B an m t A * 0 » X * 0 X o X X X *
c Seale# &#3U o O' o X X 0 o tf-fo
c FS21S .Beattte*.H*C* X iSfX ifeX X o X e
T o X 0 o o X X it ft
c W M M R BondtG«e» X X 0 X o X it at
c X at 0 X 0 O' X X 0
c F31IH BowloitGtA* .il m # X 0 ft 0 0 0
c ft$2SM o ft X X 0 o * 0 0
c SriatowtM*l* e X X X o o o X X
c B36NA Bro^ntJ*S* o ft X X # o o X X
c Bremtag*a<ti,* X X X X o o 0 0 O
T P68NO 8uele#E*0* 0 X X X 0 0 X # *v
e m & m I X # X X X X X 0
c .138 m fc > r k e * & * !» * o X X X 0 X 0 o Ik
0 m?m Cate*W#R.* X 0 0 X o X 0 0 ft
0 L44ES C le m e n t *  N »E # X 0 X X o X 0 o it
c Cot41ron»W-*S* X X o X X O' 0 X o
c iSSfs €©w»1*I8#T#G.* X 0 X X X X X O' o
G I32to R Coofcfl£*&« X X o o X X X o o
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City or Biographical
Couit&v*. •Bata .. F & rty
01a; I I 3 s. 5 6 2 ,8 9
ft V o o X X o X 0 0
T GOU8if!8»W«.P* tit X 0 X k X X X k
T G0 x*L#B« n 0 0 X X 0 X X X
C ‘m z m C ro o B o ttfJ * o o * X X 0 0 0 o
c m * o X 0 o 0 # 0
a L32EZ B a v is » 0*C * 0 X & X o X X 0 X
<3 $ 0 6 3 0 *1*&*&*. o o X X o 0 o X 0
C ltfw ar88#w *a* X o o o X 0 X X 0
C o 0 II' X o 0 0 0 o
T tS 0 m i B X o 0 X X o #r 0 0
c F lo yd  § G # F t X * o X X o 0 0
T B48NS o X X X X X 0 X m
0 BS3ffi Gatewood*M*P* o 0 & X 0 0 o X o
C F361S G ilp in * & .N , X fi -« 0 o X o 0 0
c B33$£ aoodw io*i-*,€* X o X 0 o o X X 0
€ w i m G ordo n*!*!#* x # X o X X X o o
C Groon, B* m # X 0 X o X 0 0
0 SaU+CUW* 0 X o X 0 o o X X
€ ia n r io g j# ! # O # o X X X a 0 X
C H a x ri0 o n *& *& * X o o X X o 0 0 X
c t47SS Baalsor*#*!,* X X X ■X o X X X 0
T H obson*G «i* o n X X O X 0 X X
C H or8loy«T»H » o X X X X 0 0 X 0
c w-SBm. Houston *H*R* 0 X X X 0 X o X X
0 Hudgins * HUH* *- a X o 0 o X o 0 o
G L38EO S m 4 i© y f 0 * o X 0 X ** X X X X
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C i t y  03 
gSminti?
r B io g ra p h ic a l
H a t*  .......... frarfcy ,Wam@ 1 1 1 4 5•0p&¥1 1  & 1
0 J f o t t f t fA * X' X 0 X O 0 X X X
T :B 4 2m J o u o s *J « f * 0 X X X 0 X X X X
C. 4ordon^0#E«- o # X X 0 0 0 X #
O' *A# o X 0 MlC O 0 o a o
0 L#ed y t -R *f* 0 0 o 0 0 X 0 «% 0
c. .Love# S*H* M X 0 X 0 X 0 0 0
0 x 0 9 0 0 o 0 0 O
■C L«wx$r»34*&#: X m 0 0 X 0 X a
€ msm X X X X 0 X X X X
0 M o e n s ie *0 fj* X X X X 0 X X X Q
T. Moss*. Jf #0* 0 X X # o X 0 X X
T txtm a 0 0 X 0 X a X X
0 r s Mu&gx&v&t j u s * 0 # X X 0 X X X O
T My0rs*W»M*; 0 X X X 0 X 0 X a
C f>63® .f^o laa it I f f * X X X a X 0 X 0 X
C i,3 6 m N o r r is *  3U0* 0 X X X X 0 X mM#V 0
0 B64NA o m a #  H*W* 0 X 0 X 0 $c 0 0 X
€ .fago#,SfMt X m 0 X X X 0 X O
C f a r r * E * X x 0 X X X X a 0
0 L 34m  R ' Fenqe#Q *V * X X o # X X X X 0
0 X X 0 0 X 0 X X sV
T B64N£ 4 * o 0 X X 0 X X X *
T 3L34JB& p r ic e ,J .B * 0 X X X 0 0 0 X a
p r i c e ,  R»w, X X X «# X X X X 0
0 iS 3 m ftaraaey,j«W * 0 o X X 0 V1/V 0 X 0
City or Biographical
County Bata...... ,fart:y Name I i 3 i 5 6 2 8 i
T Reed«Jf*&» o X X X X 0 0 X IV
€ W39M X X 0 X x e 0 X 0
C Eohert8,w,«H* X X 0 X X 0 0 isO
€ P56SA Rolst©n,€*H* o e X X •sftr0 0 X X
0 L30&* HUS $MGtl it f R# 4 * X X X X X 0 X X X
0 B37E£ Shumate. A* E* O' X 0 X X IV 0 0 IV
C F48m Smith, H* .B*. 0 e 0 13* o 0 0 0 o
0 1S3E4 Sprout »W*w« 0 0 X 0 © it >v 0
t L29SM Stant*I>*T* o *& & X 0 o o X X
T Stock* j*M* X 0 X X ** it X X
T Stephenson# J*- 0 0 0 x. o o is X X
C B42NE $tubtia»R4H4 X O X X X 0 0 X 0
c Sutherland*!.* #v x:,o X X o X X X
c Swi ft * 0* R * X 0 © X 0 0 o e X
T I*47g& Taylor*fi*J* o $f © X X X 0 IV o
c S66m Tiffany*W*H* o X X X X © O X 0
0 BSOSE Tu .mer*G*G* X 0 X X it w 0 o IV
c Valentine* W* 0 X X X 0 X o X o
€ B4S0I Walton,W-»l* X 0 © X X X O © 0
T White, H*A» o o 0 X IV 0 0 X V-f
C F48EI Willlama* P* X X X * 0 X X X IV
T B36E2 , Willis, 0 X X X X X X X X
0 PBOgg Winston* P* 0 X $ X © 0 X X X
C Witten* E«H*' X o X 0 X X 0 X is
c P28g0 R Wright* F* J* X 0 o X IV X X X is
c Wright *T*B%' o o 0 X © o X e 0
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hmmm to vote ohaht ii
R1F0EM VOTES IN THE HOUSE OF mSOAXES OHAETEO 
F10M TOE m s  SESSION OF TUB VIBOINIA OENEEAL ASSEMBLY
1 * Oration, o f  the State Highway system# y e a s * 711 nays*4# 
House Journal * 1918* 266*267*
2.* protect public from “wildcat stock** j yeas*85* nays-O*
.House Journal# 1918* 698*
3. “Loan Shark** Bill (Uniform small Loan Bill)* yeas-66$ 
nays«l8# House Journal* 1918# 816*
4* Popular el eat ion of Judges' to .Supreme Court of Appeal s % 
y e a s *39'i  nays*5 3  * House Journal, .1918* 833*834*
5* Five cents tax levy for schools and highwaysi yeas*67i 
nays*25* .House Journal» 1918* 943*945*
6* Mother* s Pension Billi yeas-79 j naye-li House Journal * 
1918* 326*
7. -Cooperation with federal government on Smith*Hughes Act i 
yeas*81$ imys*Oi House Journal *. 1918, 356*
8* Amendments to Workman*s Compensation Bill advised by 
G o vern o r Davisi veas-37i navs-Sli House Journal* 1918* 
1063*1064.* ' " ! r'
t# Stricter compulsory school attendance! yeas*>631 nays*29| 
House Journal, 1918* 183*184*
10* federal prohibition amendmenti yeas*84i nays*13i Housp 
Journal* 191.8*. €2*
11* Amendment ■ to: cut appropriations f o r  p r o h ib i t io n  S w a r t *  
merttf yeas*S2| nays-29# tfopsp Journal* 1918* ■ 972*9/3*
12* popular'election of State Corporation Commission! yeas-65# 
nays*26f House Journal * 1918* 374#
13* Bill to pass by anti-trust legislation!. yeas-23# nays*44i 
House Journal * 1918* 758*
14* Budget Bill! yeas*72# nays-0! House .Journal* 1918* 520*
IS# Commission to work with federal government on farm la b o r  
problemsi yeas-40s nays-421 .House Journal* 191-8* 344-345*
16* Coeducation for William and Maryi yeas-57#■ nay$*33i House 
Journal.* 1918* 881-882*
« 3
17, Increased taxes for support of public schoolsi yeas-65t 
nays-2.51 House Journal* 1918# 859*
18, Bill to regulate primaries! yeas-50$ nays-27i House 
Journal, .1918, 814-815%
19* Uniform Office Hours Billg yeas-50# n a y s *3 ? i House 
Journal* 191.8« §17*
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VOTE CHART I I  
V IR G IN IA  HOUSE OF DELEGATES, 1918 SESSION
C i t y  o r  B io g ra p h -
Couititv l e a l  Bat: a P a r ty - flame 1 1 2 4 5. i 2 8 2 10
■Q F43S2£ Adams# B*&* X X A X A X 0 X X
a .BS4ESS R Anderson# R# a * "ITA X A X "ja# X A X X X
X L76SS Ander80xi#.w*A* ■X .X c* © X A A A X X
T B a ile y #  P»M* a X X © X X X o X X
C 847NS ta k e r *  H *p* X A X A X X A X o
0 , F54ES B e a tt ie #  B*C* ■ X A X e A A X o X X
0 F28EZ a io a d f0 *0 * . X X o X A X X X X d%
T 1.45 ES R0eekea*A*O * X it X X X X X o X 0
0 F34NU S0Wlee#O.«A* A X X X X X X X o o
0 854^1 B rew er* H*L * X X X o *#»A X X X 0 X
0' L26SA ; B re w *J U C * X. X X © o X X © X X
C 138NA B r© w *J « S * X X x o X X X o X X
T P70NO X X A o A X A o A X
0 F70BM a A X X X X X X X X X
0 B40NZ B urke#r *l * V X o # X X X # © X
T L37m 0 a r n e r , E* H* A X X X O X X o X A
0 E30ES C a rr in g to n *  R* X X X 0 A X X o X A
T C a r te r#  J#W* X X X o X X X 0 X A
r* B49NM Cato#tf*£U X © X © it- X * 0 A A
0 L S I EM a Ohas @ i X A A X 5E X X X 0 it
T B64NZ Cherry*«?*.W* X X n o X X X 0 X O
X L46ES C lem ent# Iff# E# X X A o X X "I*«» o X A
0 857SS €ommlne»X«C# X X A © X X X X O A
City ©r 
Countv
HI©*
M t a  Party Has©
C F43EE Adams,B«D*
|T* S54&& ft Anderson* R.A*
T 1,761$ Andera©©*W*.A*
T iail©y,P*It*
c B4?M$: Baker,,il*P*
c F54ES B©Atti©«ff*C«
c FtaiE t Bo©df G*G*
T iAsm. JN»t©hm*.A*0«
0 .F34W I©wl©St€l*A*
C ■ M & M grafter* &*&#
C himk liswi JUG*
G B38NA BtfomtJvS*
¥ P70M> Book* £*&*
a F70SH R B©hra©gi««? * »♦
c B40HE JNrk©*iUl*
T 137® CamerylUE*
€: 130ES Carrington, R*
T Carteri j«w*
C B49EM GatoiiUR*
€ 1 3 1 ®  R Cites©* R*£*
T m m m Gb©rry*,?«ti«
T 1461$ Clement.* M*l*
€ B57ES Omftlfta*T*€U
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l i l i M i i i S M i l l S l E
■ft X X X X at it Hr Hr
X X X o X X X *
o © He X X © X X ©
o o X Hr o o o X
X X «r A ■Hf o X a X
X X Hr M 1% © X X X'
•k X X n © X X X X
X X X it X X o X ©
X X X # X © X o *
o © © X X X o X X
X X X X o o X o X
©• X X X X X o o X
ifir X X X X X X © o
3* X X X © X # X X
X X Hr X X o X © X
o X X X o ©■ X Hr o
X o .© X X o 1% Hr o
>v X X X o X m ©
o •$?- © # «fc*A X * m nr
X X © © o X X X :#
A o ar M © o X o
X X X X X o o o o
lURJ* © Hr X X X X X X
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City 03? 
Country
B iography  
l e a l . Safca Emrtzy Name I  l l i i i l 8 i  M
e F54W& ■mtwrny* C tB * X- X X 0 X * o 0 5ft
€ L54SO a co o k ;w ;a * X * * X X X X X X O
C
c iS 4 m
C o£n0t:tf M.*o*
0 ro c k o e t» 3 *H #
.#
X
X
X
'■*
X
X
o
"Sfjrfc
0
o
tff
X
sfe
it
it'
ik
0
*
X
0 034.EE. ' Bavis*?Q*C* X 0' 0 0 X X ik O 0 X
0 0 3 a m Beans ;p*.Pw X X 0 0 X X X 0 O X
0 346N2E a D ic k e rs o n , P*. is X o ifc # X X X 0 X
€ 043ES' X X X 0 0 X X X 0 X
T- ■B34ES Dodson* M*Q* X it o o * X X 0 X X
0 0 3 3 l t . £ a s l^ F t J *S * 1ft it X o e X X 0 X X
0  , B6IKH X X X 0 0 X X X 0 X
c hZ6m 1 Iv a n s X X X 0 X X X 0 0 X
€ P 5 0 I2 * Fl£zhugh#W *B* X X X X o X 3fr X X X
T B52SU R n « fta$aa *U *G » if* * . X X % X X X 0 X
0 F68NB R ' F o r r e s te r * ! * B * it X X X X X X X X
T »50R$ f u l l e r *  E#R* x X X * X X X X X 0
T .1*3713 'G il l ia m *  R» X X X o 0 X 1ft 0 X X
0 U 9 M G ilm e r  *,*i§G* X X 0 0 o X X 0 0 X
c F3SES <Snptn„K *N * ift « * * sv X 3ft ift X X
T B35N2 ' Cdodwin* B.*G« • it * X o O it it: X X 0
C 0 # 3 m 0erdon*.R *lr* X *■ «*£■•vnki o #f.m X o 0
0 02810 H *U *0 + w » X X a e X X X •1ft 0 X
0 0261S H a l 1 #■ M'% 0* X X X X X ■*?5*s** tfe X 0 X
G 12910 I. Harmon* c*H» tft X X #• X X X X 0 X
0 F59NZ H a rv a y t J»T# X X 0 * it 0 X * ik X
T L49ES H e n l*? # # *],* X X X 0 it X X 0 X 0
11?
C i t y  o r  
C ountv .
B io *
O a ta : P a r tv Names 1^ 2* 1? 13  l^ i i s  &§, IX .in.
C F54NZ Conw ay,C .B . * X o X o o X it X
c 1 5410  R Cook,W .A. X X X X It X X X X
c C o rn e tt  »M*0* y■4Pm X X ■»*» © X X X
c BS4EA C r o c k e t t .J .H , X X X X 0 o X X 0
0 1 3 4 ® D a v is ,Q .C . o o o X it o o X ©
€ L38EZ Deans»F*p» X * o # * o 0 X o
B46NZ R B ic k e r  son»p. it X X X It it df X X
c L43ES D i l la r d ,H .D . X X X X 0 o X • it X
T B34ES Dodson,E .G , © o X X X O 0 X 0
C L33ES B a s le y .J .S . © X ■iSf X X o X X 0
c B61NM E la ra .J .D . X X X X 0 0 X X X
0 L26ES E v a n s .P .R . * X * X * # X 0 0
c P50EZ F itz h u g h .V i.B . o X * X X X X X X
T B32EU R F la n a g a n ,U .G . X X o it 0 X X X >v
c P68NZ R F o r r e s te r .T .B ,. X X X X 0 X X X X
T B50NS F u l le r ,E .R . o o o X X X o it o
T L3?ES o iiiis B B t a , o o X o X © X .X
c L39EM G ilm e r ,H .C . o © It * o X X o o
c F38ES G i lp in .K .N . 'Sftr © o it X X it it
T B35NZ G oodw in ,B .C . * O iflf * o it © it 0
c L63NA G o rd o n ,R .L . X X X X 0 X X # X
c L28HX) H a l l .C .W . X o * 'Sfe X 0 0 o o
c L261S H a ll .W .C . X X X X X X 0 0 X
f*w B29EO I H arm on,C .H . X V**■ ■It X o X X X X
e F59NZ H a r v e y ,J .X . ft 0  . © X 0 © X #
T L491S H e n le y ,N .L . o © o X *r X X o 0
City or Biography 
ioal Data Farty Mama 1 2 3 4 5 6■*■!* 8 9 10
T F66 m. Hobbs, A*R* X X X X X X 0 0 X
0 B59M E Horton, W* A.* X X o X X X X X is X
T P40EA Houston,H, R:« X X o X X X X X X
C Hudgins,£* W * X X tv 0 #v * X o X X
c L40BD Hundley* D* X X o X X X X X X X
T % w m Hundley,P,JU o X X X o *V X 0 X X
o. F44 w Hunter, X X 0 o X X X 0 X tV
T : £44&* Jones, X X X o X X X 0 X X
T b l B B k Mc!%itt:*0*M» X X A o X X X o X 0
C 'F47NM Harm, a*JU * X "Mfc X 3fe X X o X X
C m s m Marshall *iu 4* X X X 0 *r X X o X X
C Martinfi?us* x ■# X * X tv is o X X
C Meetsse, e, J, X X X X X X X o IT X
jT* B69SS Miller* at X X o X X X 0 0 0
T L291M Burtay*F,W* .X X ««*■0 X X X o X X
C F55EM Muagr&ve»j,*$.« X X X X X X *v X X
c F6Smi Holand,®*F* X X X X X X o o X
c 1*3032 ftorris*K*0.* *ir X X X X X X X myr*0|io
T F54EH 0fflps,R*l:* * X X X X X X o X X
c B66m. .0wen, D*W* at w o o o X X X X X
c • X»34£2 tmlinvX.W^ * X o o X X X o 0 X
c L36e o R pence,0*V* X X X X X X X X X X
T B66N2 Pitts,D#B* X X X 0 X X X o X X
T L36EA Price, J* II* X X X o X X X X X X
C P44E2 Ftagland,C*F« X X X'X X X >v 0 X X
c B55HZ Rqir soy• JF • W *- X. X 0 0 X X X 0 X X
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City or Bio.
_ m m  M m m - Mams 11 li, 13- li> 11 16 17, 18. 1,9,
T m e m ' X X X X X 0 0 X 0
0 BS9n H 31 X' # X 0 X X X X
T f>46!4 8OU££0tliH*R* 0 X X X X X X X 0
0 I*36fiS 3ud$i0s#S*%?« O X 0 X X X 0 X
0 X40E0 ft o 0 X # X X X X
X 3U3QSB X X X X 0 X 0 0 X
0 i>44f|I Hantor#X«l*' ft 0 0 X # m X X •**w
X B44EM *J«F* 0 0 0 X 0 X 0 o 0
X i*asm MoEutt#0«H* X X 0 X 0 X 0 m 0
0 F4?m 0 X 0 X X X X ft 0
0 »35f#f M a r s h a l l A * 0 m ft X 0 0 'ft 0 X
0 Mattifi# K»$* 0 M X X 0 X X X X
0 MasteStfeJ* 0 X 0 X X X X X 0
0 B69m Miller**? *JU X 0 X * 0 X X X 0
X h 2 9 m Miirraxtf *Wft.. X ■0 0 X X X x 0 0
0 W $ $ M Htxagrave*,7%$« 0 V X 0 X X X X X
c F63 m Eolasul#B«F* X X 0 X 0 X o 0 X
0 l^x?rt&*iU0* X X X 0 X X X X X
X ' fS4m 0mps#.E*li X X X X 0 X X 0 X
0 B66N4 0We«ltXMt* *y*-21? 0 .Jm X 0 * X X
c L 3 4 m 03fcltft#T*W* 0 X X X X 0 X 0 0
0 % M m  i f»6h€e*0*V* X X 0 X o X X X X
X B66NS Fitts*$«&+ 0 X 0 X 0 X 0 X o
X 13614. 0 *% * 0 X «fcy- * 0 o o
0 f44H Ragland*G«F« X X X X 0 0 X X 0
c B 5 5 M Ramsay* J»W« 0 <•* X 0 X 0 0 X
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City or Biograph-
County . le a l .  .BAta Eax Hame 1*»>2 3 4*■*'& I 7 .8<**£ 10
T Reedf J«B« X X X X X X X 0 X X
C F41E2 HeW, Jf t fit* •As X X X 0 * X X X X
T PSSS& ' RolBton#C«H* * X X o X x X 0 X X
C- L32@t X X X X X X X X X X
C L33ES .Sfiaefeiefforii* v * <* X X o Sfif f t X O X X
c B39EZ Shumate# A«E*- # X X o 0 X X X ftX
c F45NM SmitlifC'fF* o X X 3tX " X X X
c FSOfM Sflitth# B* Bt X X 0 X X X o X X
T B4GWS * X X X 0 # 0 0 * «
c P61EZ S n ead ,0*T *' e X X X 0 X X 0 0 X
c B66NS SnowtW *0* X X X X 0 X X 1#'0 0 ■
T bssea f ' S p ro u l * X X X # X X X S^e X X
T L31EM . > st&mtff>*T* • X *5^4^* o 0 iS? # X 0 X
T L63EA ' S tephenson* jr.# X X X o 0 X X X X X
G F23EM Stuart«.*f-,W* X X . iSjfo 0 X X X 0 X
C Stftibbs*Jf*&* X X X 0 X X X 0 o X
a B44NZ ■Stulls t H*H.* * X X X x * X X X X
T 149 EA X X o 0 0 *• X X X X
C F68NZ X X X 0 0 X X iftr© o
c B52E2 ■ turner* a «.0* -• X X X X 0 X X 0 X X
c B50EM wattotifW-* §« x' X X *r 0 X X X 0 X
c F50EU Williama*?* X X X o X X & o itp4%- X
T B38EZ W 1U 10*R *H # X X o X ■& 1& X o x X
G P82S2 Mima tom* IV X X X 0 X X X X X X
T P30EO R W rig h t*  P* <3* 0 X 0 X •wA Hfcj*A X * X X
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City or Si®*
County Data Party fifame 1.1. 12 IS 14 15 16 1? 18. '%9t
T R e e d , J * 0 * o X •0 X X X 0 X X
C 1*41 IE R 0 V * J * 8 * X X 0 .0 X X X X X
T # s s m it X X X 0 X X ft ft
G L32EM X X X X o X X ft X
0 JL33SS S l ia e k le fe ir d f  v * . Jm X 0 X X X X a 0
C 9 3 9 8 2 ,s to iu a t# ,4 *  8 * Q xr4&. 0 # 0 0 X X 0
G F43S#f S ia i t& * e * F *  ' If X X a*+%■ X X 0 X
© F s e m S m itfe » H *8 * ; O X X X Q 0 X f t 0
T S40NS sm o o t»w »4*. Or O ft o 0 X o X e
© P 61E 8 S fte a d *G *T * y X it o X X X X
0 ' M M B sacm fM *0 » X o X * 0 X X X X
T m s m $ p r o u l* w * w * X X 0 It X 0 X 0 ■&
f L31EM S t m t *  D «T* X X ,V X tft 0 ymUm X 0
T L6SSA S tephenson #*?  * '*11* X X X o 0 n X X
©■ F 238H o # HSf X #* 0 X 0 0
© s t a t e s #  j * f f * o ■ & X * ■2k o X X 0
© -84488 S tn & t is * &*H-* X 0 0 0 0 0 X * X
T L 4 9 M T a y lo r X ■0 0 0 X X 0 f t X
© $ 6 8 8 2 T tffa n $ rtW *£ U - X O o X #6 o X X 0
© B 5 2 8 8 T u rn e r *© *© .* X X 0 X o o X o X
G B 5 0 # f W a lto x *tW *8 * X X X 0 o X X X X
0 FS0.HI M i l l  la m a * # * X X x 0 o X X 0 w>21*
T B 36B 8 mill a, R*H*. o 0 X X X X ft 0 0
0 *6288 Winston,#* o #, X X X X ft It •0
T P3GE0 K Wrigllt ;» F *0 * 5% X o X 0 X 0 X X
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A
tmsm w  m m  caiirr- ni
mmm  votes m- rm mum of delegates chartedwmm .TOE %919 SESSION OF'TOE VXWQtMh GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
1# Anti^ tJCwa't Bill i yea«*?9i • nays*!# Mouse jiHSBSl* ISIS*
1x7#
2* Antitrust amendment to make regulations leas stringent 
on violators * yeas-19* nays-49* House Journal, 191$* 161*
162* ■ ;
3* Bill to .ensure honest and pure primaries t yeas-32* nays*49 *
House. 3m.tnal-* 1919* 95*96* •
4.#- .Resolution rejecting women’s suffrage*. yeas*61i nays*2lf 
House Journal* 1919* 159,*
I&PGN0SX A
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'VOTE CHART XXXwmmma house of delegates* m s  session
Ctty or Biosraphtc&X
Bata.. Psser Name 1 1 1  i
0. B5SSE B '&*4eM0tt*&*4U’ X t 1 X
T t?7m AJ^araea*W*.A* ft x © o
0 B48BS k a e ft
0 F55&S _ Beattie# N*0« ft *'© o
C F29® .IT tea*!*#*©* # ft # ft
T L46ES Boeehen# A#©# ■ X X X  o
0 F3SHU BoWIe*»$*&* x ft ft o
T BS3» . Bremer# E«L* X X 0 X
T ■U45SS X X 0 *
C L27E4 Brwm*J*0* " X X 0 0
c B39M X A 0 0
T p TXNO auesc#E«€* x ft o &
€ yTXBMi B & ft £ ft
T R?2N0 x x ft ©
-0 .B4IN2S .Bu«Be#E#ir* ft X ft 0
T L38E2 X X 0 0
T -1,3X13 <terrltistx»**lt* x 0 ft 0
C w$im .0atIett*0*N* X ft X X
C ISO.114 Cat0 *tf*fu ft X 0 X
'C &52SK R .Cha»*»R»S« X X 0. ft
T B65N& &ier*y#j*iiU' ft ft ft 0
T X.47SS C3.emeat*N*E# X X 0 ft-
0 BS8I3 0cw8aiae¥T#C# X ft X 0
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City or Biographical
v . iOatra . .. l!§£SI m m a i a 4
c W55M. Conway, 0*B* X X X o
c 13510 1 COOkfWtA.* X Q X- O
c ,-B55s& OrooteetttJUHt X o o o
T P34NS Curtate!!,!!* 0 iV x #
C L35EZ t&Wl3»Q4rC« X X # X
c 'L39&S $eans#3VF* X X 0 0
c B47K2 R Dickerson,P* x * o o
c. I.44ES # x o o
T B35ES Dodson, 1*0* # 0 O 0
0 L34ES SasI 0^3*3* x o x o
C M 2 m X O X o
c lvaas»PiE*. X X - # o
0 pstm X X X o
T B53EU R Flana§an#D*0*: X 0 '0 0
0 P69fS£ a # # 3$; 0
T B51NS FUller^S*ft*> X X O 0
T I38SS GiXIMLanit. R* • 'IP■«%| \Jr
0 t 4 o m Gttoor#.-lf0* # 0 o x
0 ■F39B8 Gilpin X X # 0
T n M m Goodwin# B*GU X X 0 o
0 • 164K&' Gordon,, fUL* ■ X X X X
C L29EO O * X 0
0 L27ES Hall, W O’# X X X #
c B30BD f HamoxirCUH* X 0 # 0
0 F60MZ Haxvey*&*T*' X V* ifc 0
T. 1301$ Hen&oy#N*!,+' ■ X # # X
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City or Biographical
County Data Party Name 1 1 1 &
f i i
C B60S R ff©rt©n»Wi.&* x *. 0 • *
T ’ m i m Houston* If* R# ' X X 0 O
0 u ? a Hudgins fE*w; X * X 0
a Hundley* IK X & 0 O
T i*3tm Hundley#f*J* X o O X
a P44&S H u n te r*  ?*L*.' X 0 X #
a L4XB& Hutdheso&tR^F-e X X ■ X 0
#!*■ B4S® Jfones * d # P * X X 0 X
a hzms J0y©e*w*;ic*.. X X 0 -0
T i M m MeNUtt *##!!* x  * e> 0
€ w m m MannfS*!**" X X X X
a Bsem M a r s h a ll*  R*a ; X X X o
a m o m x * 0 *
o m m m ft MitelvaXl#.t *t*1 « tsr 0 0
t % M M H u rra y *  P i W# X X 0 0
c W5&M x x * d
'w m o w ftfefcaftdiB*?* X X X X
a Morris-* l*e* X 0 X 0
t W5%M , '0ttp8» &*.&.* .X X 0 X
c WS7&& 0wen#l*M*. X  x X 0
0 L35E2 '0xlin*T*W* X X 0 0
c 13 7 m R Pene©*6*V* X  O 0 X
f M 7 m Pitts* 15*1*' X  0 0 X
T l37ea p r ie s *  J * f c X X © *
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C i t y  oar B io g ra p h ic a l
C ounty ■Data . . . Fa*•t.y Hasia 1 2  3 4MtfW -HiaM*Hp|»
€ P45&& R agla*ad*3»r* a  x  x  o
0 nsem Ramsey x  & o  o
0 wtam Raw* JF *H* ■ X X X 0
T F S 9 m Raia%on#0.rH.»- X X o o
0 u  3 m RilS sO i1 *R*k* X x  X o
e L34ES S h a c k le fo rd  *V  * X ^  0  1??
0 B40EE %Uma%mwk*M*. X X o o
0. %wm- s in o ia ir*:0#A »- X *  X 0
c F46M4 S m ith * C *F* X ** x'o
c F51M4 S m ith X X 0  0
0 S41NS SmoottWfA*. *  O 0  X
0 P62 m Snead#C#T* #' X X o
■%* 367m SO *  .0 'ft 0
T B56EA Sp3reul,*W*W* X X 0  0
T L32IM Sta«fc*0*T# & sfe 0  1ft
T E69EA Stephenson* J * W # X X X o
C F241H S tu a r t# ^ * # * X 0 0 0
0 B4SH1 Stubbs* *  0 X 0
T LSOea T a y X o rt 8«4«' # * * 0 0
0 F69ME X tf fa n y * w * 8 * X & ^ o
0 B53E& T u rn e r*  G«-G*" X 0 0 0
0 B51EM W a£t0n9W*B* X X X 0
c F51EU w U lia m s » F * .# X & X
T F39ES W i l l i a #R*E* X #  Q X
0 .F83EE Winston.*,?* X X O X
T P31EO R Wright*?*0 *  ■ X O X X
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appendix &
LEGES'© TO VOTE CHART IV
SEFOm VOTES IK THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES CHARTED 
FROM THE.1920 SESSION OF THE VIRGINIA GENERAL ASSEMBLY
1* S'CJPtCFCer amendraerrcs t o  com pulsory e d u c a tio n  lawj y e a s -6 4 j
o a y e *0 *  Bsftigft JmmMiL* 2 M m  *94*.
I:*  c r e a t io n  o f  s t a t e  p u rc h a s in g  C ftm ls g io h *  y e a s *6 ? i n & y s *2 t  
House Journal* 1920* 537*
3 *  s tre n g th e n  # hiM e^sRy# tasr# yeas*& 5 •# n a y s * I f  Meuse jo u r n a l*  
I M S *  4m *.
4* public election of judges* yeas*30# nays*30* Mouse Journal..* 
1920*: 718*728*
5* Resolution' rejecting Susan B-* Anthony Amendment! yeeo#62♦ 
ttity#*22f. Mouse Journal* 1.920* 272^273*
6 *  A b o lis h  office of p r o h ib i t io n  Co®»i#sion#.r in 1928.# yeas*32i 
n a y s *5 2 ; Emm .J o u rn a l  ^ 1920» 2S4* .
7* gholloh office of prohibition c^Misiloiieri yeas«6?i nays*?§• 
lionap Journal.* 1920* 257*
§* Appeal as a right in criminal cases#; ;yeas*Ai# nays*37# 
ftist Journal. 1920* 442* , ■
9* State corporation Commission to regulate all public utili* 
ties# yeas*71| nays*0i Bouse Jpupial* 193.0* 537*538*
S t a t e  A d m in is te re d  Insurance" fund# n a y s *4 8 i
imtas journal. 1920* 576*377#
1 1 * Amendments t o  make s t r i c t e r  w o r s e n f a  com pensation  la w i  
y e a s *;? 0 i naya*A# ffeuae jo u rn a l,*  IfjjM j* 748#
12*. f r e v id e  f o r  p i f e l ie  health' n u rs in g *  exam in atio n s*, p i^ a ie a t  
e d u c a tio n  o f  p u b l ic  sch o o l c h ild re n #  yeas*S 3#  n a y s *3 5 |
m m  m m & *  I m *  rro.
13# S ta n d a rd  d eg rees  f o r  s t a t e  e d u c a tio n a l i n s t i t u t i o n s !  
y e a s *4 i- i  n a y s *3 4 f ffpus^ J o u rn a l*  1 9 2 0 *- 262 *
1 4 *  In s p e c t io n  o f  accounts' o f  c i t y  and c o u n ty  o f f i c i a l s  by s t a t e
Accountanti yeat*-S§i nays*!## Bfoua# journal* 1938# Iff *
Itnlforia Office iours Bill# yeas*22i nays*48# Bouse 
1938* 784* ,
16# vocational rehaMlitaciof! and education of employees' in,
during employment!, yeas*52 * #i.ays^ l7#. Bouse. Journal * 1920* 635,
APPENDIX A
VOTE CHART IV 
VIRGINIA mess OF DELEGATE* 1920 SESSION
City mt-
pmMmf.
B io g r a p h ic a l
D a t a ....... Pmt&r Name 1 2 1 ' ■4*Mr S i 1 8
■c B56&Z R K # X. X 0 X
€" F5SNA B a m e s *4 # w * ■s%*$*>■X V o X ' 0 'X
T , B59EK B i & i r *  J * .0 * X X X O 0 0 0 X
0. B 58NZ B o lto n *  F * l>« ?a? X X 0 0 0 X 0
C F56N 0 e * t * X m o 0 0 0 X
c, B62RM B o o th *R *-C * X X & o X 0 X 0
T- L4?ES B e a e h e n * ju c l* X •*#•«n*X X 0 X 0 X
T ' t 2 9 m Beaman* G* X * o 0 X X 3%
C F36NU Bcffi&ee* 0 * A * ** X f<o X X X
X bscem Bssewer^.^#!*# X x. X o X O X 0
c B40NA Br&mtpJmS » * & «r o 0. X 0
T L46ES •#5^ ** ufc0 0 0 X X
c tSSEs" Info Hfc 0 * i*f 0 # Tft
X' B73NU X X ■#* **% 0 # X X
c. tjSOEZ c^isrp^sfXTufs* * X >v,X X, 0 X X X
F44ES X X X * 0 X 0 0
.c LS3BM I: * X X,. ift .0 t*
T B66NZ ■Chmtf* J * i f * X X X "ft, 0 X O X
C B57ES G a w t n s * ? , # # iflp ■0. X e 0 0 X X
c B383K) B Copp*#.*ft* X * •ft tft?0 ■0 0 •ft
c B56EA OrooBett*;J*H* ?ft vV o 0 #' x 0
c 1,40© D e a a s *P *P * X X. 0 0 o X ft1
c. B48NZ t D ic k e r s o n * F * X X X X 0 0 X 0
C i t y  mr B la *  
County.... .D ata JESSSK JJSW&. I  M ; I I , 11. 13, MI 15, l i
0 B S § ®  E .tedaxsotiiJua* X X X X X X o m
€ F58WA x . o o 0 X X X 0
T s s f a S la i t X 0 X 0 o 0 .0 0
C BSStfS B o lto n *  ?*!>* O 1C ’a ' X X X 0 X
0 F56N0 Sofi^yraitt*.!*!** X X ‘ X X X X 0 X
€ B62BM BcM»ta# a * e * x  ■ o X 0 0 0 o
T :L4?ES 8 o *o h o n *J U Q * X. X X X X X O ©
T L29&4 i0SSJStlf,0i- o  0 X X 0 o 9&r n
0 . **% f#% X X o .X 0 m
T B56M' l i t t e r . ,  & *& * "X O X X X X X X
0 B40NA S i W i J t l * X o W ■v* i& Or X X
T L46ES X o X 0 0 X X X
0 LSSES Buford*g*?* Ij5f #j> O 0 Or 3& Of Or
T &73W # x X X 0 o. it 0
C B39&Z C&xpoater»£* 4 * X O X 0 X X o
0 P 44 g $ C attor*.8*8'* X 0 . 0 X X 0 X
c 1*53® H QtaM*.B*a» *  0 X 0 o X © 0
T 866N8 <$*o*rify*4*W* n m X X X * O
0 B57ES C&ma£na+t*C* x X 0 # © #
0 B3S1D a 0opp;#J*H* O O o o ■0 X 0 Or
0 ssem & # 0 0 0 o 0 0
0 X.402SS &eans*i**B* o 'o 0 X X X 0 o
0 1 4 6 ® i M c E a r s 0 H * p * X 0 X 0 o 0 0 X
City or
TfaiiP’jfc Party I i 1 i  1
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t i i
€ L26NS MggSitl#!*#. 0 it sfc o X 0 X X
II L45E3 a X it 0 nt it 0
t B36ES x X X €1 0 X 0 X
ft 84S® a X X 0 0 0 X X
ft BS2EU t it It if X 0 X 0 0
t B54EU R # X X M 0 X & X
T 832ns itM n& 0 X X X
ft P41ES 'X m # St 0 0 St 0
ft psim R m IE X x-X # mm®
T P41EU R If X #9ftX 0 ® m m
ft B57EZ s X X o 0 0 X 0
ft 1.50SB fttbgcti&iStli* X It X St X,# X 0
ft F30ES X # X it 0 X<X 0
ft 1.6 SNA 00X400# IU1** ■# Jl X X X X 0 X
T FSONA ftxxywr*^* X X X o 0 # X 0
ft f$7m X # It o 0 X 0 X
***4. isigs X X M.0 X « 0 X
ft F49® 0 X # X 0 0 X 0
t L36NN X X ■Kr a X X X 0
ft L28ES X X X * # X X 0
T lsies * 0 X sfeX 0 X 0
II FS8*M ■ X X ■-at X # 0 X 0
ft B4S{® R X- X X X 0 X 0 0
ft F52e a - ■m X X it 0 0 X 0
ft L42EO l&ndldptlH * X X 0 ts it 'it X.
ft p45lO. ■it ■st 4 * x **• <mjg»<#$F A XX
C i t y  ox 
Countv
” B io *
B a ta  P a r t y  Name |V
0
{**
»
lo i t  M M 1 4  IS  1 6
€ L26NS D ig g s  *G*I»» • & O X 0 ft 0 *#«••(*'
C 1*451$ D l l l a r d t H * ! ) * x  x X-. 0 X -ft ft X
T &36ES D o 4 s m *R *& # X O' X X X X O' X
C B45BH £ w a & l*A *S +  ■ X  X .* X 0 X 5fc 0
c B52SU I F e l t 0 f f  * 0 * X 0 0 Sfc ' 0 o
T 15 4B J  t F lan a s a a # II^ O '« #? V* X 0 o 0 0 ft
T B s z m f i l l e r *  1 *  S* ■ X * X X X X 0 X
C P 41E 3 X o «A» X X X V* $r
C PSlEM  R x- o X X ie- X * 0
T M 1 1 0  R G a r b e r *  J« A * X o X X X X o X
C 15712: 0a tew o o < i*H *:P * X * X 0 X X "0 X
C 0 5 0 1 ^ O i  Hsom#.S *8 * X * X # X X ft ft
c F 3 0 £ $ - X X X X * 0 0 X
c X»65ft& G o r& m tfU I» * X * 0 0 0 >5r X 0
T F50NA G m y *J * W * X  X X X 0 ☆ 0 X
€ F67NS S f f m i O t  • '■* X X 0 m 0 ft 0
T iS iS S 0 .« o ia e # N *S * «  0 X X x X m ft
0 F40EZI < 5M *re a » t *<?*#* X X X 0 0 ft X X
T L36NH H a d r o n * ? * * # X 0 X X X *k 0 X
0- t 2 8 s s S a U *W » tf« X X ft *s X X X ft
T 0 5 1 ES H e tii e y  & X  * X # X X $ X
C F s a m ftU > k * *s < A * X o X M X X 0 X
c B45NZ R H le k a *w # F '« X 0 X 0 X X 0 X
0 F52H& H e r s le y * jr * ! s * X 0 ft X ifir ft 0 X
c L 42B 0 Iu a < t2 e y f.I)* X  o' X X 0 # X ft
0 m s m x  m a X ft * 0 X
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City or Biographical
C o u n tv D a ta  ...... . m i m  m m JL 1 a 4 5 & fmm* 8'AtoM*
€ 8 5 9  n s X X 0 ft o X ft
C L42E A itit ft it f ta ft f t#  & * f * # ft m ft- ft ft ySP ft'
c 840EH 1  - ft X X **■tfV o ft' X X
X L42E U J f ts a e * € * T * m X * ft X X X X
e L25SEJ M <*#’ ft 0 ft X X X
T I.3 8 S S X X ft ft ft % X. X
X F55EA x X o X o ft X ft
T P 45S 3 x. X X X ft o ft ■ft
T B40EA X X X ft ft o X ft
C P67EU .Hftt&ftft* B *F # X O X o M ft X X
C L 4 0 E Z Vs x X ft ft X X o
C 1 ,4 3 © .ISOtttoi^hMNr J  «E* X X X X ft ft X ft
T FS6EM Gn$&8#K*l»* . X X X X ft ft ft ft
e B6SNA ft ft ft 0 o ft X M
c L 36S Z Q X ltt i-*T * tf« X X X 0 ft ft X ft
c F 4 5 W £>a4g«%ti*M*'E* X X X 0 ft ft X 0
c S.3SSA ft ft x ft ft ft X X
c F55RSS X X X ft ft X ft ft
X L38E A l f e i M t f j u a * . ft X ft*A ft ft ft ft •ft
e :P 4 8 © X ik ft ft ft ft X X
c B57NZ X X m o ft ft X ft
e F43E 2 ft X ft X ft ft' ft X
T L41E A X & X 0 ft ft X o
T F45NA I  B 0triL ttsoa*A *A * ft & X x X ft X X
C B46EA ftas.
:_04g©ifi§*Sw-B.t ft X X -# ft ft X X
T P47BO 1 X X X X M ft X nt
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City or Bio*
QoMnty..; Data t a r t y  Name 9 .j o  H ,  U l  M  J &  M
a B59NS H u r t , J , M . X X X 0 X 0 0 0
c L42E A H u tc h e s o n ,R .F . k He.■ # X Hr 0 0 *
c B40SM R H y a t t , C . C . m. m X m 0 0 0 0
T L42EU J e s s e ,C » T « Jg M' X X X X X : x
a t a s iw J o y c e ,w .L . M O X 0 0' .X 0 X
¥ P38BS ta n g h o m e .W  ,H » X  0 - Hr x * X, 0 ts?
T FSSEA M c N u tt ,W .M . X  0 X X 0 X. X. X
f P4SSM M a s s e y ,J ,W . ■Jfr # He 0 X, X 0 #
T B40BA M o f f e t t . W . S . X  o X X 0 X X ft
0 P67EU N o la n d ,B .F . X  X X 0 0 0 0 0
a I»40EZ N o r r i s ,R.o. X  X # * X 0 X X
c L43E E N o t t in g h a m ,J*S, X  X X X. Hr X X He
T P56EM O ro p s .R .L . x  x X 0 0 X X #■
C B68NA O w e n ,D .W . ' Ht "He X 0 X 0 * X
0 L 3 6 E 2 o » ltn » T * w * . n o X X X 0 0 X
0 F45NM P a d g e t t .M .E * X  0 X X X X * 3%
c L3SEA P i t t s , X. 0 X X 0 0 ilr X
0 FS5N2 P o w e r s ,N * 1 * X 0 X 0 0 X X #
1.38EA P r i c e , J . H . *  0 X X A. * & *
c P48EZ P r in c e ,W .D . *  '0 X X X •0 0 X
c 8 5 7 ® Ram sey* J ,w « X 0 •Am 0 <v.*v 0 0 X
c F43EZ R e w ,J .H . X X # * 0 0 X
T L41E A R o b e r ts o n , W. H. #  x X X 0 0 O X
T F4SNA R R o b in s o n ,A .A . *  0 X 0 X 0 X 0
C B46EA R o d g e rs tS *® ', X  0 X X 0 X 0 X
T P47EO R R uebush.V f ,H . X - 0 X X 0 X 0 • #
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C i t y  o r  B io g ra p h ic a l
gfflBBfey., aaras..._______ „ fa ffS E  -Same I ,  £  £  4  5 i l l
C F45NE x ^ X 0 O  o x 0
C USffi
<5 L40S& $ t e 0 l0 i r f . f « 4 «  x ^ x o o x ^ G
G F47NH SttM£h#G*F*- x  x  x  x  g  g x  x
€ U?E$ M&tl*£*H* ^ x x g g g x g
T &57t$& *as*oifex*Gi
T l»30£H Smith.*.S.*Ft jixx
C B30IE X X ^ X X G X X
0  1A3SA H Sfitdow#M*B*. x  x  o x  0  x  o 0
T  !*? $ £ &  X  X  X  G 0  0  X  #
C F48NM $ t 0 gy«W#J# x x x o x o x o
0 ftSlM #1^ # G G G X X
€  F ? S i$  S a » * J * I f *  0 X X X O « * 0
T  1S1E& fa y Io r» H # ,£ *  x  #  x  0  0  0  x  0
C F23SM H. fwplGtGGiltEi X * * X X 0 X *
C- W7Qm. Tl£fmy#M*M+ x & - * ^ x o ^
0  t5 4 iB  f**£gt0#*G *$* X X & 0 0  0 X *
a f43l$ wafi@GGt#*0* * x * 0 0 0 x x
t  P 4 0 I&  W tert0 .iG t.fU  ^  x  x  o x  x  x
0 fBSlff W&«G*f*M* # x X G X G X X
T 1 I4 H I  W l&eoXiO*!** x x x x x x x x
T &46B£ x. x 0 0 * 0 x 0
0 W M W  | f i t t i ! ! i a * . j f f  X X X & X 0 X X
T B40SS W l£ tt9 * E *E *  X X X ^ T X G X X
0. 1 7 d m  toung*P *B # x  x  x  o 0  x  g x
1 3 5
City. or lift-* ’
€©fti*t¥,.,. g§t|j- Fart'if Mmrn £ IS. ii M M M U M
o F45HE Sft©ltftft*B*W-* ft o X X X ft X ft
c t M M Shaphard*G4.W* X o m X A ft 0 X
0 % A ® m $i»ftiatr*<U4U ft X ft ft X ft X X
0 W ¥ 7 m $tttth;cUF« X He X ft ft ft X X
0 t3?ES s»ttk*£*it« X M ft ft- X ft X m
T B57NA ft X ft X X X ft ft
T &30EK ft m X X X ft © X
C 1 3 0 ® X ft X X X n ft ft
0 1*43-14 a X. X X ft ft X 0 ©
1* L ? 0 m St ftptlGftaftlt * J *W * X X X ft o ft X o
c F 4 8 M X X ft X ft X X X
c w z s m & X X ft ft ft © IF
0 1 F75E5 X X X ft ft ft ft ft
T % n m Taylor* If *,$* 4ft o X X ft ft X X
§ w Z 3 m  m ■ft 0 X X ft 0 ft ■X
c w f m m Ttff*»y*W+N* ft He ft ■ft ft X ft ft
0 134m tn«0ir#-0#0« ■m ft ft ft ft ft ft X
0 f43ftS WallaGG#>J-*0* x ft X ft ft ft X X
T ? 4 0 m WatTGGf 0*B-* X ft X ft X ft ft X
C F 3 S m n ft ft ft ft X ft X
T 1 3 4 W n X . X X 1tf ■ A X ft X
T 1 4 6 ® x ft ‘X X X X ft X
0 t s z w Williams*?* X X o X X X ft ft
T m o m Will la *&*!!« X ft X X X n ft X
0 h ? s m ffttmga !**»*:- X X ft o © m ft X
V0T1H8 RECORD OF VARIOUS INTEREST GROUPS
m  me, m i f tm§# mu11920
HOUSE OF DELEGATES
The votes w hich  are recorded in Appendix a  are considered 
to be teste of progressive s tre n g th *  For each session, of the 
General Assembly* the average number of progressive bills 
s u p p o rted  by delegates was determined by adding all positive 
votes on a specific number of bills and dividing by the total 
number of p a r t ic ip a t in g  v o te r s *  ' The d is t r ib u t io n  of 
favorable votes for special .Interest groups ( a r r iv e d  a t  by 
adding, positive votes of all.' members of the interest group 
and dividing by the number of such in d iv id u a l  s ) above and 
below that average is shown in the fo l lo w in g  table.
The calculations for the 191# House of Delegates are 
based on nine progressive proposals! for the 1918 session* 
nineteen v o te sy for the 1919 session* fo u r  issues i and. for the 
1920  session# twenty Issues., The extra session of 1919 was 
called for the sole purpose o f  financing the state highway 
system-* Not until the last days of this extra session was the 
debate open to matter® other than roads* therefore* l e g i s l a ­
tion was’ not in abundance in this session*. However* after the 
ban on matters other than roads was lifted# several stgntfl* 
cant pieces of legislation were discussed In the House* Four 
of these bills are the basts for the 1919 f ig u r e s *
Other P r o te s ta n ts  include one lu th e r a n *  four members of 
the progressive Brethren Church* and five members of the 
Christ Ian Church.* unknown religious affiliation Includes 
those members of the House of delegates who expressed no 
religious affiliation or whose denomination was unknown.
VOTING RECORD OF VARIOUS INTEREST GROUPS 
IN 1916, 1918, 1919, and 1920 
BOUSE OF DELEGATES
AVERAGE NUMBER OF REFORM BILLS 
SUPPORTED BY DELEGATES, 1916 SESSION***43
INTEREST GROUP
PROGRESSIVE VOTE OF MEMBERS 
OF EACH INTEREST GROUP
40*49
3 0 - 3 9  
5,42
5*00
4 . 8 5
4 *30
4 #80
I*?!
College 
Bantlate
4*54
4.46
■ o r
4 . 3 3
4*31
.4*44
Democrat#
Unknown
4*25
4,19
4*00
County
20-29
VOTING RECORD OP VARIOUS INTERS 
1916* 1918, 1919,
NUMBER X DELE
Other Protestants
50-59 
Call® 
Busin 
County
REFORM BILLS 
* 1918 SESSI0N**1I»OS
m VOTE OF MEMBE 
s
13,27
12,42
.85
11,18
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VOTING RECORD OF VARIOUS INTEREST GROWS 
IN 1916, 1918, 1919, and 1920 
HOUSE OF DELEGATES
AVERAGE NUMBER OF REFORM BILLS 
SUPPORTED BY DELEGATES* 1919 SESSION-1.80
PROGRESSIVE VOTE Of MMBflS
interest group Of EACH. INTEREST GROUP
professionals 2*27
Methodists 2*11
50-59 1*96
Presbyterians 1*92
Lawyers 1*92
Gotlege 1.90
30-39 ' 1*89
Democrat# 1*86
Baptises 1*86
40-49 1*86
Counties ..... 1.81
60-S9". .... • ’ *.Tu79 m*n™ 'r-  ^ ■
Farmers 1.78
20-29 1 #.7.1
Other Protestants 1*57
Episcopalians 1*56
Non-college 1*56
Businessman 1*53
Cities 1*48
Republicans 1- . 33
70*79 1.25
80-89 *75
m m m m  b
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voting record o f various interest groups
tn 1916,f 1916#' 1919* and 1920 
■ HOUSE OF DELEGATES
AVERAGE' NUMBER Of BBFQHM BILLS . 
SUPPORTED BY DELEGATESt 1920 SESSION^ • 00
progressive vo te or n m m m
OF XjSTEREST GftCfl
FrofesalonalT^^"
SO* 59
-College
Lawyers
Counties
30*39
20*29
00*69
70*79
Presbyterians 
Other P ro te s ta n ts
Cities 
'Democrats 
40*49 .
Eepoblleans
l^ on* college
Baptists
Methodists
Businessmen
Farmer©
Episcopalians
8*14
8*09
8*00
9*06
8*99
8*24
8*23
8,22
8,21
8*2.0
7 *$2 
7,45 
7*48 
7*29 
0*83 
6*80 
6*80 
3*75
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PERCENTAGE OP DELEGATES AFFILIATED WITH
v m z m s  m m m s f  amxips m G i & j m i m  a pmomsstv® m m
on EACH OP TWENTY SIGNIFICANT QUESTIONS
1916# 1918* 1919* and 1910 GENERAL ASSEMBLIES*
AmiNISTRATlVE REFORMS 
1918*HNIFOBM OFFICE HQORS^S?»4^ 1920-UNlFQm OFFICE HOtJRS-31.4
5?a 
52.6 
50.0
43*4 
42*8
37.5
■36*2
^1*2 
30*7 
30*7
28.5 
28*2 
26# 6 
25*0 
25*0 
15*8
12*5 
.*1
Republicans 100*0 Presbyterians
Unknown religious Farmers
affiliation 100*0 70-79
50-59 §2*3 Lawyers
Other Protestants j 71*4 40*49
Counties- 69.4 Noa*eollage
60-69 69*2 Democrats
professionals , 66*6 Counties . ...
Presbyterians 66*6 Baptiste
Won-college 65*2 Cities
Farmers -
Businessmen .
64*2
60*7
EpiscopalIans 
50-59
SaptlstS ' ' r~ 1W ,w ..r'57*1 College
Methodists 30*2 Methodists
40-49 55.5 Other Protestants
College . 53*4 60-69
Democrats 52*5 20-29
20—29 50.0 Unknown religious
Lawyers 46*6 affiliation;
Episcopalians 38*8 30-39
30-39 38*8 Businessmen
78-79 33*3 Republicans
Cities 32*1 professionals
80-89 00*0
8 * 6 
8*3
00*0
Each figure represents the percentage of delegates affiliated
■with each -separate Interest group who registered progressive 
votes on each of twenty issues*
■#&
This f ig u r e  represents the percentage o f  voting legislators 
registering' a progressive vote on -each particular issue* - It 
was arrived at by dividing the total number of voces per 
issue into the total number of progressive votes*
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APPENDIX C 
A1H1N1STEATIVS REFORMS
1920-AUDITING BILL-75.7
O th e r  P ro te s ta n ts 100*0
?0-7§ 100*0
C o u n tie s 90*9
Cities 86*9
Law yers
50-59
83*7
82*0
30-39 80 #0
College 79*5
40-49 79 * 1
I p i  s e o p a lia n s 78.5
Unknown r e l ig io n s
a f f i l i a t i o n 77*7
Democrats 77*7
Businessmen .76*9
S a p tS S ts 1" ? S ^
75*0P re s b y te r ia n s
P ro fe s s lo n a ls 71 #4
Methodists 68*7
Farm ers 68*4
H o n -c o lle g e 68*1
Bepublle a n s 00*6
20-29 30*0
00-69 00*0
APPENDIX C
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1918*POPULAR ELECTION OT THE 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION-
71,4..... .... . ..................
Republicans 100*0-
profosatonalm 80*8
Farmers. 87*5
pres byterian# 83,3
Ontacnsa religious
affiliation 80*0
50*59 78,2
Oofcttttea' 75,4
20;**29 75,0
Methodists 75,0
College 73.7 •
Other Protestants 71*4
Bautista .71*4
40-49 " n f B T T '
Lawyers 70,0
Bmoefatt 67,0
70*79 66*0
30-39 60,0
Cities' •./■ 03,3
Non- college 62,5
60*69 61,5
Busines-siae® 56,6
ipiseopaltans 52.9
80*89 00,0
1918*POPULAR ELECTION OF JUDGES 
TO THE SUPREME COURT OF APPEALS 
33*9 ■
80-89 100*0
Republicans 
Other proteatMta
100,0
66,6
farmers 66.6
Professionals 60*0
Inteowi. religious
60*0affiliation
Baptists
50*39
57*1 
55# 0
Counties 47*5
40*49 47*0
60-69 46.1
Methodists 44.4
College 41*2
Mon-college 40*9
Democrats 35*8
30*39 34*7 .
hmyBri
70*79
’! u^Jl! 11 
33*3
Cities 33*3
.iusinessaen 33, 3
20*29 ' 25.0
Episcopal taas 23.5
Presbyterians 9.0
m m m m  m
J^ PGjjBS^ 40*3. ,. . ........................
Republicans 100*0
professionals 37*1.
Cnteoun religious
affiliation 55*5
40-49 51*3
70*79 50*0
farmers 50*0
Baptists 50*0
College 43,7
Businessmen 43.2
Methodists 42*1
Cities'... ■ . 40*7
C&ntIe#J‘ ' 40 * 4
Presbyterians 40*0
50-59 39*1
30*39 37*5
Non*cotlege 34*6
Cther pretestants 33*3
Democrats 28*3
Lawyers ■ 23.8
60*69 20*0
20*29 20*0
Episcopalians 16,6
m r n r n
other
Unimown religious
a f f i l i a t i o n
60-69
2 0 - 2 9
30*29 "
40-49
professionals
70-T9
Cities
Republicans
j^aieeasiaeii
N o n -c o lle g e
M e th o d is ts  ..,..........
FatSorS'
Dem ocrats
C o lle g e
Episcopalians
C o u n tie s
Law yers
B a p tis ts
50-59
BMWfegfoa.
100*0
90.9
83*$
80,0
$5*0
73.9 
71*4 
66,8
63.3 
60.0
59.3
57.1
57.1
55.0
54.7 
54.5 
52*9
50.9
45.8
42.1 
■ 37.5
36.8
■hWPMmm c
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1916 »OM.FIILS0Rf. SCHC5DL LAW*71*9 ■ 1916-FIIEE SCHOOL
20*29 100*0 80-89
80*89 100*0 30-39 ■-■
■ C it ie s .. ' 94*4 O th e r  P r o te s ta n ts
O t h e r ,P r o te s ta n ts 80*0 Lawyers
Farm ers 77*7 Farm ers
P r o fe s s io n a ls 75*0 P ro fe s s io n a ls
-30-§9' C i t i e s . ’
Lawyers
'B a p t is ts  . -
E p is c o p a lia n s
College-'
Cowti.es . 
Dem ocrats  
40*49
M e th o d is t®
P res b y te r  Ia n s  
M o n *c o lle g e  
Republicans 
60*69
Businessmen
30*59
Unknown r e l ig io u s  
a f f i l i a t i o n
71.4
69*2
.66*6
65*6
64*2
63*6
63*6
62*3
60*0
60*0
57*1
50*0
C o lle g e
B a p t is ts
Unknown r e l ig io u s  
a f f i l i a t i o n
60*69
Republicans 
20*29 ‘ '
Dem ocrats
25*0
E p is c o p a lia n s
C o u n tie s
40-49
Hon** co l i e g e  
M e th o d is ts  
Businessmen  
50*$9
tO£S*62.1
100*0
92*3
83*3
83-3
83*3
25*0
73*3
67*8
66*6
66*6
60*0
66*6
06*8
65*7
~ w * ^  
60*0 
59*3 
54*5 
53*7 
50*0 
44.4  
16*6
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APPENDIX 0  
SCHOOL REFORMS
1918-* HARSHER PENALITIES FOR 
COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE-68.4
80-89 100*0
70*79 100*0
Cities- 90*0
P re s b y te r ia n s 83.3
40 * 49 83*3
Other Protestants 80*0
Professto n a la 7 7 .7
30*39 73*9
Farm ers 7 0 *5
Republleans 70*0
Demoerats 69.1
College 68*7
ta e y e r e 68.7
Ep1sc o p a l1ana.... 68.4
Baptists .1.‘07*8 ’....
50-59 60*6
Hon-college 63*6
Businessmen 60.7
Methodists 58*8
Counties' sa*0
20*29 50*0
Unknown religious
affiliation 40*0
60-69 38.4
APPENDIX C
CONSUMER PROTECTION REFORMS,
1919-BILL TO MAKE AMTX^TSUST
1918-LOAN SHARK. BILL*78* 5 LAW LESS .STMNGENT-7I.6
80-89 100.0 80*89 1 0 0 * 0
Methodists 92*8 70-79 100*0
60-69 90.9 Farmers 90.0
E p is c o p a lia n s  88.2 P re s b y te r ia n s  8 8 * 8
Farmers 85.7 professionals 85.7
50*59 83*3 Methodists 80.0
Cities 82*1 40-49 80 * 0
Presbyterians 81.8 Unknown religious
Democrats 81*3 affiliation 80.0
Unknown religious 20-29 80.0
affiliation ..80*0 50*59 77*7
Pro?esSi0iSi:ls jf ” 7 Democrats 77.*0
Non*college 77*2 Cities 76 $0
College 76*7 Lawyers 75*0
Counties 76.7 Baptists 73*6
Bus lues smen 75*8 College ..   : . 72*5
20- 29 75*0 Counties^ ’I V':I rl§9 Jo
Lawyers 73*0 Episcopalians 6 6 * 6
40-49 72*2 Men*college 6 6 * 6
30-39 70.0 . 60-69 62*5
‘Baptists 65.3 30-39 55*5
Republicans 50*0 Businessmen 54*5
70-79 50*0 Republicans • 20.0
Other protest ants 40.0 other Protestants OO.O
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wmmrMttm ato social, justice reforms
1 9 1 6 *REGULATE CHILIJ LABOR-38*1
3 0 *3 9  . 100*0
professionals 100*0
20*29 100*0
Cities 76*9
Presbyterians 55.5
M e th o d is t* 50# 0
Lawyers' 50-* 0
30*39 50.0
60*69 5 0 ,0
Other■Protestants 5 0 ,0
Unknown r e l  igious
50.0affiliation
Oemoeratre 48.6
College 45.1
60*49 40.0
B usffiesSm iS’
... .. .
Baptists 36.3
c o l le g e 36*3
Counties 30.1
Fanners' 25*0
E p is c o p a ltans 20.0
50-59 i i  a
Republicans 00.0
wtB^Brmmm m m m w m s  to 
mmmm*s compensaitqi^42 *q
Republicans 100 * 0.
Other pratestaints 8040
20*29 57 a
Presbyterians 54 * 5
Methodists 52*9
Businessmen 51 * 7
50*59 50*0
Counties 50*0
70*79 50*0
€0*69 45*4
Mon*ooll@go. 45*4
College 45,0
Lawyers 43*3
Farmers 42*8
40*49 . . 42*1
lapti@ts'u:'lLi:i;i -T':t.... .
Unknown r e l ig io u s  
affiliation 40*0
30*39 36*3
democrats 33 * 7
professionals 33*3
Cities 26*6
E p is c o p a lia n *  2 6 ,6
30*89 O0*G
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HUMANITARIAN AND SOCIAL JUSTICE REFORMS
192G*STATB AWINfSTEREP imtfiyTOI 
FUND*42,1
t9.2o«puBL£c health mmtm
m  SCHOOLS *60 * 9
70*79 100*0 Other Protestants 100*0
tifikfiown r e l ig io u s 60-69 ' 100*0
affiliation. 17*7. 30^39 78*5
60*69 6 6 *6 Cities 75# 7
.Episcopalians 52*9 Professionals 66*6
farmers 52*1 40*49 66*6
C o u n ties 50*0 2-0*29 66*0
Lawyers 46a Unknown religious
.Democrats ' 44 *4 affiliation 63 * 6
College ■' 41*3 ' ' Baptists 63*1
40*49 41*1 Democrats 62*6
50*59 40*9 Lawyers ... f.. 61 #5 ,.
Non*college 40*0 College'
Businessmen 36*0 Businessmen 59*3
M e th o d is ts . 33*3 Methodists ■57*8
Baptists 33*3 Non*college 37*1
P re s b y te r ia n s 33*3 Farmers 57*1
Other Protestants 33*3 50*59 36*0
3 0 *3 9 30*7 Counties 5 0 .9
20*29 28*5 Episcopalians 50*0
Republicans 27*2 Bepwblleans 46*1
professionals 2 2 *2 7 0 *7 9 25*0
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WOMAN'S
1916 *7 0  A90PT»43* 4
80-89 100*0
Republicans 100* 0
Unknown religious
100*0affiliation
Other Protestants 83*3'
Fro f ess ional& 80*0
60-69 71,4
Law yers 57*1
M e th o d is ts S3 *3
College 50*0
20-29 50*0
■Cities 47*0
30-39. 40*6
Farmers 4 5 *4
Baptists 43.7
OmSSties' 42*3
Democrats ■ 39,5
50-59 ’ 37*5
Non-college 33,3
40*49 30*7
E p is c o p a lia n s 28.5
Businessmen 27*7
Presbyterians 12,3
SUFPSAOE
1919-10 REJECT RISC)umoN*25«6
80-89 . 100,0
Professionals 42*8
Republicans 42*8
Methodists 37*5
-Other Protestants 33.3
Unknown religious 
affiliation -33*3
Cities 33*3
30-39 30*4
60*69 30*0
College 27,1
Farmers 26*6
50-59 26.0 . .
EpiseopafIans' ' 
Democrats
25*6
24*4
40*49 23,5
Businessmen 23.3
Lawyers - 23.3
Baptists 22.2
Count las- 21-# 8
Non-colleg® 21.7
Presbyterians 9*0
00.020-29
70*79 00*0
APPENDIX C
WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE
1920-resolution rejecting
THE ANTHONY AMSVOMENT-26.1
Professieaal & €2*5
■Unknown religions
54*5affiliation
60-69 50*0
20-29 50.0
Other Protestants 50*0
Republicans 40*0
30-39 36*3
Methodists 35*2
Cities 31*0
Lawyers 29*1
Non-coil eise 27*5
College 2S;'«"..
Democrats 24*5
Counties 23.6
50-39 23*0
Businessmen 22*5
40—-49 19*3
Baptists 19*0
Episcopalians 17*5
Farmers 14*2
Presbyterians 12.5
70-79 00*0
APPENDIX C
MORAL REFORM
1916-ANTI-VICE LAW-86.8
80-89 100*0
Methodists 100.0
40-49 XGO.0
professionals 100.0
20*29 100.0
Unknown religious
affiliation 100.0
Businessmen 95*2
Cities. 95*0
College 93.9
Democrats 93*0
Baptists 92*0
Pres bytertans 90.0
50-59 90.0
Partners 87.5
Non-college' n ’ M * & ‘" r ^
Lawyers 85.7
30-39 85.7
60-69 85.7
Counties 04.S
Epi scopal tans 83*3
Other Protestants 80*0
Repuhlleans 75.0
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SX3LX OGRAMY
Those interested in whet happened to the progressive 
movement in Virginia following- 1912 are forced to'rely 
heavily upon printed primary sources* Except for the papers 
of Virginia1# reform governor# Westmoreland Davis# at the 
University:’of Virginia# few manuscript collections have as 
yet found their way into Virginia depositories# The Davis 
papers are a rich source of information about Davis’s 
persistent battle against the entrenched power of the 
Democratic machine in Virginia# but -contain only occasional 
references to the history of specific legislation presented 
to the omer&l Assembly when he was governor#
The Richmond Times»Dispatch was not only close to the 
seat of governmentlout provided accurate and exceptionally 
complete daily reporting of legislative activities during 
-each session of the General Assembly* Its observations on 
contempory public Questions were notably impartial and 
independent despite the fact that the paper "for years was 
owned by a state Democratic committeeman* The newspaper 
bucked the Democratic organisation in endorsing Woodrow- 
Wilson*s nomination In 1912# constantly criticised the 
deficiencies and stagnation of the state government and 
enthusiastically supported Westmoreland Davis1s program of 
economy and effiency, expanded state services# and the 
upgrading of Virginia schools and prisons# Also of value in 
exploring the inadequacies of machine government and explaining 
specific'legislative reforms was the Southern. Planter* a 
scientific agricultural Journal owned "and'operated by 
Westmoreland Davis*
the state publications are major- sources and provided 
the backbone of the research in this paper# The Journal of the 
■House of Delegates of the State of Virginia* the Journal of the
SenateT f ^tle State of Virginia* t h e ACts and Joint Resolution!
of the General Assembly of the State of1'Virginia* and "other1"' 
printed "documents'by the General" Assembly were 'essential in 
identifying and tracing the background of reform legislation 
and in determining, which members of the Assembly opposed or 
supported progressive measures# The socio-economic backgrounds 
of Virginia*s legislators and the resulting progressive profile 
could never have been constructed without E* Griffith Dodson** 
Members of the General Assembly of- the - Commonwealth of Virginia*
Virginia progressivism after 1912 has yet to attract much 
scholarly interest* Two- studies#, both produced as, doctoral 
dissertations at the Uni varsity of Virginia# are'Of limited
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usefulness. Old Virginia Restored * An InterpretatIon of 
the Progressive Impulse. 1870-1936 (1968) by Raymond H•
Pulley is weakened by his manipulation of material to fit 
Richard Hofstadter*s "status anxiety" theory (The Age of 
Reform, 1955) and George B. Tindall's framework of "busi­
ness progressivism ("Business Progressivism* Southern 
Politics in the Twenties," South Atlantic Quarterly, LXII 
(Winter, 1963), 92-106)." Jack Temple Kirby's Westmoreland 
Davis, Virginia Planter--Politician, 1859-1942 (l963jwas 
helpful In identifying ~Davis supporters in the legislature 
and the Governor's futile attempts to build a strong 
political organization of his own. but its strictly 
biographical character restricts its usefulness as a 
source for the broader aspects of progressivism.
Far more revealing than these Virginia studies is the 
broad general literature of progressivism. Of help In 
searching for characteristics of reform permeating the period 
were Richard Hofstadter. The Age of Reform (1955), Samuel Hays, 
"The Social Analysis of American Political History, 1880-1920," 
Political Science Quarterly, LXXX (September, 1965), 373-394, 
and Robert H. Wiebe, The Search for Order, 1877-1920 (1967).
Otis L. Graham, Jr.'s The Great Campaigns t Reform and War in 
America, 1900-1928 (197l) and ^ Arthur S. Link's "What Happened 
to the Progressive Movement in the 1920's?," American Histori­
cal Review, LXIV (July, 1959), 833-851, are of particular value. 
The foil owing works were of utility in identifying and 
explaining the regional peculiarities of southern progressivismi 
Dewey w. Grantham, The Democratic South (1963), C. Vann Wood­
ward, Origins of the New South, 1877-1913 (1951), George B. 
Tindall, Emergence of the New South, 1913-1945 (1967), and 
George B. Tindall, "Business progressivism! Southern Politics 
in the Twenties," South Atlantic Quarterly, LXII (Winter, 1963), 
92-106.
MANUSCRIPTS
Westmoreland Davis papers, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, 
Virginia.
NEWSPAPERS
Richmond Times-Dispatch, Richmond, Virginia, 1916-1922.
PUBLIC DOCUMENTS
Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction of the 
Commonwealth of Virginia• 1 9 1 -l?lTI Richmond, Virginia,
m $ 7 -----------------— --------------
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Commonwealth of \Virg.toiSt PI Rest of Bills Submitted to. the
General' .Aeeeiably of Virginia by the childrenf's Code \
Commission and other a&encies* Senate Document no* 6* 
Richmond# Virginia* 19207
Commonwealth of Virginia# Journal of the House of Delegates
of the State of vitRiSd-S# 1916# Richmond, Virginia*' 1916.
Commonwealth of Virginia# Journal of the House of Delegates 
Of. the State of Virginia#" 1918# Richmond# Virginia#
Commonwealth of Virginia# Journal of the House of Belegates
of the state of Virginia# Extra ' Session," 1919# Richmond,
V trginiI7"* l9l9 *
Com»nwealth of Virginia# Journal, of the House of Bel elates
of the state of Virginia#" 1920. Richmond # ' Vlrgihla* "1920#
Commonwealth of Virginia# Journal of the House of
of the State of vir RioQ7^x922T Richmond#. 'Virginia,
Commonwealth of Virginia# Journal of thp Senate of. the state 
of Virginia* 1916# ' Richmond* V 1 rginlaTT^lW7
Commonwealth of Virginia* Journal of the senate of the State 
of Virginia* 1918.* Richmond* Virginla* 1918.
Commonwealth of Virginia*' Journal of the senate of the state
of Virginia* Extra Session*. 1919* Richmond* ' Virginia* 1919*
Commonwealth of Virginia* Journal of the Senate of the state 
of Virginia* 1.926* RicSond* Virginla7 l920*
Commonwealth of. Virginia*
of Vi-r»,lnia*. 1922* " Virginia*
of the f the stateSum ■
tommonwealth of Virginia* Report of the- Commission op. the 
development of Hampton Roads* " House document no* 5* 
MISiSondT^Vi rginia7m,lW 2 T 7
Commonwealth of Virginia# Report of. the Commies ion on Eeonoiip 
. and Efficiency' to phe General &as.emSlff» i K K ^
   . . on Qoveammental Efficiency* November
_  _  ■! * university of”W i g l n C a K w
Series* Richmond# Virginia* 1.921*
Tentative .Draft gf a Bill Providing^for
In Virginia# n.«p*#. n*d* (c», 1
United States Census Bureau* the, statistics of phe Population 
of the tfpited States i thirteenth':.Census* 111'#' Washington*
15#
United States Census Bureau* The, SfnttiStios of' the Population 
of the United States t Fourteenth census * 11* Washington,
VJ2TT*
V i r g in ia  General Assembly, Acts and" Joint Resolutions of the 
General Assembly o / k e ^ a t r o f i r e « E * f S I  IP 8 8 7 J&ShS, -„ i.ia .mu ,. «*■<i.•'■|i»1 * i «' 1 wp - -—<- " ■
mend, V i r g in ia *  1908« ■
V i r g i n i a  General Assembly* Acts■and Joint Resolutions of the 
General Assembly of the State or VirRinlal X9147 R ic h -  
mor^pViFgrniat ~
Virginia -General Assembly* Acts and Joint. Resolutions of the; 
' General Assembly of the "State ■ '!' ■ Riofjr
mohd,' Virginia.* ITOS*
Virginia General Assembly*, Acts and Joint Resolutions of the 
General Assembly of, the State' of. VirglSCaT1 " Rich*
SnST^VlrgffiiS* IW8*
Virginia General Assembly* Acta, and Joint Resolutions o£ the
General Assembly of the State of VlTOinial l^ ZIIT Rich­
mond, Virginia, l5j0,'
OTHER PRINTED - PRIMARY SQURGES’-
Colltns, Charles Wallace, "The coming of the gadget System, *
South Atlantic XV {October,' If16}* 309-31S*.
Coulter, John Lee, mthrn -Rural Life problem: of the South," 
South Atlantic Quarterly, XII (January, 1913)* 60*71*
Glasson* william H,, "Working for the Common Good* ’ Rural and 
City improvement in the South," south Atlantic .Quarterly, 
VIII (July* 1909), 101*206,
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th e  S o u th ern  P la n t e r * L X X V IX I, Richmond* V i r g in ia *  1 9 1 6 . 
The S o u th ern  P la n t e r . 3UCXIX* Richmond* 'V irg in ia .*  1918*  
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